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This volume was completed and the MS. left the writer's hands

during the Spring of 191 4. Though it contains no statement he

wishes to withdraw, there are many points on which further study has

shed new light and on which fuller information could now be given.

The theory of river-terracing, for example, should be amplified so

as to bring out the importance of conditions determining the formation

of river islands and their incorporation in the flood-plain. Along Dee

and Don every terrace (now or once part of a flood-plain) of any
extent is traversed by a larger or smaller number of anastomosing

hollows, plainly former channels of the river or of branches of it
;
and

terraces of all types but particularly ordinary Lateral Terraces (p. 84)

have been extended by the accretion of island to flood-plain through

the desertion and subsequent obliteration (by flood loam, plant growth,

etc.) of secondary channels. In the vast majority of instances this has

not been brought about by the severing of spurs (p. 96) as Prof Davis

seems to imply has been the case along New England rivers.

The list of glacial striae, too, could now be greatly extended.

A. B.



THE PHYSICAL GEOLOGY OF THE DON BASIN.

I. Ace and Origin of the River.

Examination of a physical map will show that the Don, unlike most of

our larger Scottish rivers, flows seaward through a very winding valley.

From no point can any extensive view up and down the Don be

obtained .

The course of the river, considered apart from the contours, sug-

gests a slow-flowing stream meandering down a gentle slope to the

North Sea
;
and this, I believe, is what the Don was originally. In

course of time the river-loops have entrenched themselves far below

the level of the remnants of the old peneplain ;
and a journey along

the Don is full of surprises for one who makes it for the first time : one

never knows what may lie round the next bend.

Down to Towie the course of the Don is strictly transverse to the

grain of the schists and epidiorite sills : from Towie to the sea the river

wanders in a meaningless sort of way over schist, gneiss, and granite.

At Towie and in the neighbourhood of Kildrummy it crosses

Middle Old Red Sandstone
;
a short distance from the sea it again en-

counters what is presumably the same formation. This, considered

along with the occurrence of other Old Red outliers,- large and small,

in Aberdeenshire and Banffshire from the coast as far inland as Tomin-

toul, suggests that at least from Towie to the sea the Don began its

work on a platform of Middle Old Red and perhaps later deposits.

By early Tertiary times the Scottish area, as a result of prolonged

denudation, was reduced to a peneplain
—a land of low relief : then it

was tilted and probably warped in the tilting. By this process of tilt-

ing the north-east of Scotland acquired a general inclination towards
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the east and so the courses of the Dee ^ and Don were determined.

How much of the British area had a similar slope and how far warping

and subsidence accompanying the tilting affected the drainage of Great

Britain and Ireland, are wider questions.

It has to be remembered, also, that a peneplain is not a dead

level
;
that its lowest portions will coincide with the areas of weakest

rock-structure
;
and that, given a peneplain of varied rock-structure

tilted in a certain direction, it does not follow that all the rivers de-

veloped on the tilted peneplain will flow in the same direction. Many
of them may flow from areas of strong rocks, where the surface of the

original, untilted peneplain stood highest, towards areas of weak rocks,

where that surface has been worn down to a lower level ."^ This con-

sideration may help us to explain many apparent anomalies in the

drainage of Scotland as we see it now : in particular it may explain why
the course of the Don is first north-east and then, broadly speaking,

east. The first part of its course probably indicates the position of part

of a dominant portion of the old peneplain (composed of strong rocks)

with a slope to the north-east sufficient to guide the drainage in that

direction : the second part (where we have clear evidence of the

presence in former times of a covering of Old Red Sandstone) points

to a tract of lower elevation and smoother surface—a consequence of

weaker rock-structure—on which the general eastward tilt would have

more effect on the course of the streams.

The theory which represents the whole drainage system of the

British area as having originated on a peneplain tilted to the south-east

is doubtless a brilliant hypothesis, but it does not explain the courses of

many east-flowing streams and easterly-directed valleys that do not follow

weak rock-beltsand consequently cannot be explained as subsequent, e.g.

Don, Tummel, Forth (as reconstructed by Mr. Cadell),^ Tweed, Tyne
and Tyne Gap, upper Spey, etc.

;
or similar south-flowing streams, e.g.

Shannon, Barrow, Suir, and Nore. That these east-flowing streams are

^ Memoirs of the Geological Survey
—

Explanation of Sheet 65.
^ Unless the tilt were so great as to extinguish all pre-existing rivers.

^
Story of the Forth (Maclehose) ; Scottish Geog. Mag., May, 191 2.
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a stumbling-block to Mr. Mackinder, who was the first to apply this hypo-

thesis to the explanation of the drainage system of Scotland, is proved by

the following quotation.
"

It is quite possible that the Tweed may be the

lower course of a river which once had it sources in the Western High-

lands. If the Nith were continued into the Tyne, the courses of the

Nith-Tyne and the Goil-Gare-Tweed may have exhibited sympathetic

eastward curves, and it may be suggested that the Don and the Dee

represent the lower easterly components of rivers of the same series

whose upper south-easterly components have been obliterated by the

subsequent Spey, Findhorn, and Ness." (^Britain and the British Seas,

pp. 132, 133). I do not quite see what underlies the suggestion of "sympa-
thetic curves," but the whole passage is inconsistent with the argument
elaborated by the author elsewhere in his book. Why on a peneplain

with a south-east tilt should there be an easterly component at all ?

Mr. Mackinder's hypothesis has been adopted and illustrated with

an enviable knowledge of topographical detail by Drs. Peach and

Home,' but in so condensed a form that their arguments are difficult

to follow. These authors write,
" The history of the upper Dee and

Don suggest that these rivers were the first to occupy that portion of

the high plateau
"

;
and again,

" The Dee valley has been determined

largely by the grain of a belt of schists lying between large masses of

granite on either side ".'" The former quotation implies that the Dee

and Don are consequents flowing down an original eastward slope ;
the

latter that the Dee, being adjusted to rock structure, is a subsequent

(though that is not a necessary consequence of its following a relatively

weak belt. See p. 2). Probably the former of the two quotations

should read
" were the first to occupy as subsequents" in which case

both rivers are subsequents. But the Don, at all events, cannot be

explained as following the grain of weak rocks
;
for down to Towie it

is strictly transverse to the grain of strong and weak rocks alike, and

^

Bathymetrical Survey of Scottish Freshwater Lochs, Report, Vol. I.

-'

This, I take it, means that the valley follows a belt of schists between two

masses of granite ; for at no point does it follow the grain of the schists themselves,

but cuts across it at varying angles.
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from Towie to the sea it wanders over Old Red Sandstone, schists,

gneiss, and granite.

The accordance of summit level among the mountains of our

Scottish Highlands points to peneplanation—the peneplain is even

more marked in Wales '
than in Scotland : the nearness of the main

watershed to the west coast and the long easterly slope point to tilting.

Hence anyone who attempts a comprehensive explanation of the river

system of Great Britain and Ireland must begin by postulating a tilted

peneplain ;
but is there not a likelihood that the tilt varied in different

parts of the British Isles? In the extreme north of Scotland it was

south-easterly (e.g. Helmsdale, Shin, etc.) ;
in the centre and south of

Scotland and the north of England it was easterly (e.g. upper Spey,

Deveron, Don, Dee, Tummel, Mr. Cadell's
"
Forth," upper Clyde and

Tweed, a Solway and Tyne river of which the Doon,' Dee, Nith,

Annan and Eden were tributaries) : in Ireland it was southerly (e.g.

Shannon, Barrow, Suir and Nore).

Fault-block subsidence no doubt accompanied and followed - the

tilting, and the tilted block possessed initial surface inequalities;

earth-movements, too, affected at least south-eastern England far into

Pliocene times.^* All these facts and probabilities
must be taken into

account in a full discussion of our river system. For that discussion

this is not the place ; but, until more satisfactory evidence appears in

support of the hypothesis of a general south-easterly tilt, one may be

allowed to adhere to the opinion that the tilt was variable, i.e. that the

peneplain warped in the tilting. Mr. Cadell believes in an easterly

slope over the region drained by his
" Forth

"
and the Tweed : I hold

the same belief in regard to the region drained by the Dee, Don, and

Deveron. One is glad to be in good company.'

^
Froceedinjrs of Geologists' Association, Vol. XXL ("Excursion to North Wales").

-'

Ibid. (" Falling in of the Irish Channel ")•

3 Ibid. ("Pliocene Uplift of Wales ") ; Harmer, Quart Jour. Geol. Soc, Vol. LIL

* Were the stories of the Spey and Tay as fully and clearly told as Mr. Cadell has

told that of the Forth, much light would be shed on the development of the river

systems of the central block of Scotland. The Deveron, too, has an interesting and

complicated history.
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II. Close Gorge and Open Reach.

No river exhibits in greater perfection than the Don the pheno-
menon of

"
close gorge and open reach

"
;
and this is especially true of

the section of its course from Towie to Aberdeen, where we find five

open
"
basins"' connected by gorges.

1. The Towie Basin.—This is a comparatively small basin, opened
on soft Old Red Sandstone. Whenever the fault which bounds the

Towie Old Red outlier on the west is crossed, the valley expands to

contract two miles on before it again expands into the Kildrummy
Basin. Though the Old Red deposits have been largely removed by

denudation, it is to their former presence that the extent of the existing

basin is due.

2. The Ki/drutnmy Basin.—This is similar in origin to the

Towie Basin. Though the Don itself now follows practically the junc-

tion-line between the Old Red and the andalusite schist of Callievar,

the Mossat Burn and other smaller tributaries drain a basin, five miles

long and one and a half to two miles broad, that stretches northward

to the watershed between Don and Bogie at Lumsden village.

The Towie and Kildrummy Basins were once continuous. A
north-and-south fault common to both cuts off the Old Red Sandstone

on the west. Denudation has removed the soft sandstones and

incoherent conglomerates from the ridge (Glaschul Hill) that now

separates them. We have here one among many instances which

prove that the Middle Old Red was laid down on a very uneven floor.

From the basement conglomerate at Milton of Kildrummy to the top

of Glaschul Hill there is a rise of 560 feet in less than a mile and a

half.

3. The Alford Basin.—A glance at Bartholomew's Reduced

Ordnance Survey Map (Sheet 22) reveals the very decided character of

the Alford Basin. It is rhombic in shape, measuring twelve miles from

north-east to south-west, and nine miles from east to west. The

Don enters it from the west by a water-gap over 1000 feet deep and

* These basins are remarkably well brought out on Bartholomew's Redmcd

Ordtiatue Survey Map o/^ &<?//««(/ (Peterhead and Banff, Sheet 22).

I
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leaves it on the east by a water-gap equally deep. At only one point

elsewhere does the rim sink markedly below looo feet—in the Tilly-

fourie Gap (620 feet) ;
and it rises to over 2000 feet in Pressendye

(" Sockaugh" in the earlier editions of Ordnance Survey Maps).
The western boundary ridge is formed by schists in a specially high

phase of metamorphism (andalusite and chiastolite schists), the eastern

by granite and cordierite gneiss.

The average depth of the basin may be taken as roughly 500

feet. Since the river originated the combined action of all denuding

agencies has reduced the general level by at least that amount—we

take no account of the reduction in height suffered by the rim or water-

shed of the basin. The rates at which denudation lowers the g-eneral

level of certain river basins are given by Russell.^ The average rate

for the rivers given in his table is '00614 inches per annum. At this

rate the formation of the Alford Basin has occupied 977,200 years.

500 X 1 2

977,200 (nearly).
•006 1 4

The figure for the Potomac (the smallest river mentioned in Russell's

table) is "00432 inches per annum. At this rate the period required

for the formation of the Alford Basin would be 1,386,000 years

00432 X 12 =
1,385,681 (nearly).

•00432

These calculations take no account of glacial erosion, which has left

evident marks on the Alford Basin, and are of little value except by

way of illustration
; yet the amount of ordinary, non-glacial erosion

effected within the basin since the time when the Don began to flow—
it did not then exist as a basin—has been very great, and is sure ground
on which we may ascribe to the river a very respectable age.

4. The Ketnnay Basin.—The Corrennie Forest -Cairn William-

Bennachie ridge forms a very distinct boundary on the west and

north ; on the south and east the boundary is not so well marked.

Here, as in the Alford Basin, there has been considerable glacial

erosion.

' " River Development," Progressive Science Series.
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The Don cjuits the Kemnay Basin by a narrow winding valley.

Boulder clay forms the river banks throughout most of the distance

between Kemnay and Inverurie
;
but the river frequently touches rock.

The pre-glacial valley must have been relatively narrow : it has been cut

in granite and tough gneiss.

5. The Kintore Basin. —-Though its boundaries are not so well^

marked as those of the other basins, it is still a quite distinct basin.

The river quits the Kintore Basin at Cothal Mills. Thence to the

sea it flows in a narrow valley, the glacial and post-glacial history of

which will be discussed later.

III. GRAniENT OF THE RiVER BeD.

From 2000' to 1500' the Don in '875 miles falls 571 "4' per mile.

1500'
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IV. RiVKR CAPTURE.

I. Captures from the Don and Its Tributaries by Neighbouring-

Rivers.

(
I
) Capttire of the Headwaters of the Don by the Avon.—This

obvious case of river piracy has been described by Dr. Gibb.' The

TMlinr^

Fig. I—Sketch Map of Part of the Basin of the Avon. Scale, J" = i Mile.

Contour Lines at looo, 1250, 1500, 1750, 2000, and 2500 feet.

' Transactions of the Edinburgh Geological Society, Vol. IX, Pt. iii.
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Avon, eating its way back by erosion and solution along limestones and

soft Black Schist, has pirated twelve miles of the upper Don and

 vuith

Fig. 2—Geological Map of District shown in Fig. i.

(Generalized from Survey Map, Sheet 75.)

diverted to the Spey the drainage of that portion of the original basin

of the Don which had the heaviest rainfall (Figs, i and 2). The

I
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outline sketches (Figs. 3, 4 and 5) show very clearly the remarkable

contrast between the youthful Avon Valley below Inchrory and the

Fig. 3
—Gorge of Avon from Inchrory (looking N.).

Fig. 4
—Gorge of Avon below Inchrory (looking S.).

aged Don Valley east of Lagganauld. In Fig. 5 the rejuvenation of

the Avon above Inchrory is perhaps indicated by the increased slope

of the mountain spurs as they approach the river.
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The Avon at the elbow of capture is 131 1 feet, the Don where it

turns eastward is 1485 feet above ordnance datum; and 174 feet re-

presents approximately the amount of vertical erosion effected by the

former river since the capture. Within the Avon gorge just below

Inchrory lies a moraine-dammed lochan (Lochan Eilein a Ghuibhais)

some thirty or forty feet above the level of the stream (Figs. 4 and 6).

This is proof, if proof were needed, that the capture took place long

before the Ice Age.

The present headstream of the Don, which was a small right-bank

feeder of the original river, forms a well-marked alluvial fan where it

Fig. 5
—View of Don and Avon Valleys (looking towards Lagganauld, Inchrory, and

Ben Avon).

enters the beheaded valley. The map (Fig. 6) clearly shows that the

Allt Roderick makes a bend of 360° on meeting the base of the fan.

The fan, in fact, forms part of the watershed between Don and Avon.

The Allt Roderick, instead of continuing eastward, turns westward. A
goodly proportion of its small volume must be due to seepage from the

fan, for the stream becomes markedly larger below the bend at a

(Fig. 6).

It would seem, too, that at some time in the past the Don wheeled

upon its fan and switched itself off in the direction of Inchrory. It took

the easiest available route towards the Avon—-which had by this time

deepened its valley considerably
—and that route led not towards the
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elbow of capture but towards a point north of it- The amount of

erosion displayed along the course of the puny Allt Roderick between

Legganauld and Inchrory is out of all proportion to the size of the

existing stream. The Allt Roderick occupies the channel prepared

for it by the Don, which has once more wheeled towards the east :

some day it may make another excursion to the west.

1.m)i»'M

Fig. 6—Map showing Rivers Don and Avon near Inchrory.

(Scale, 2" = I mile.)

From Inchrory Lodge to where it enters the Avon, the Allt

Roderick, like many other small affluents, follows the back margin of

an alluvial terrace of the main stream. Thus the point of junction is

carried north for about a quarter of a mile.

These facts, I think, meet Dr. Gibb's difficulties as to (i) the

origin of the obsequent Allt Roderick, and (2) the fact that it joins the

Avon half a mile below, instead of at, the elbow of capture.
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The fan of the Don is of post-glacial age ;
and the series of events

described above are, in all probability, comparatively recent.

(2) Capture of the Caiplaich.
—The Caiplaich and Avon exhibit

"sympathetic curves," as Mr. Mackinder might express it {Fig. i).

Rising in Ben Bynae at an altitude of 3000 feet, the Caiplaich flows

eastward for six miles through a wide, "old" valley and then, bends

sharply to the north north-east. In character and direction the valley

of the Loin Burn is a continuation of that of the Caiplaich above its

great bend. The gap by which the latter stream quits this wide valley

forms a great window in the rock of the valley wall . At the bottom of

this window the stream flows in a narrow, steep-sided gorge.

Below the bend the stream is known as the Ailnack, and all the

way (some five miles) to its junction with the Avon at Delnabo it flows

in a deep gorge.

Following the Ailnack down one sees that its gorge lies at the

bottom of a wider yet still comparatively narrow valley, whose sides

are coated with boulder clay and morainic gravels. Two miles above

the point where the Ailnack joins the Avon, a depression in its western

valley wall leads over to the source of one of the headstreams of the

Burn of Brown. On the floor of this depression rests a thick deposit

of drift, with a hummocky surface and numerous kettle-holes. Peat

and a growth of marsh vegetation have partially obliterated most of

these kettle-holes
;
and the largest, Lochan Uaine, shows little open

water. The bottom of this gap is distinctly higher than the opposite

(eastern) wall of the Ailnack gorge ; but the top of the rock on the west

side is fifty to sixtyfeet lower than it is on the east side.

Below the Lochan Uaine gap there is no gorge-within-valley, but

the sides of the gorge
—rock with a thin capping of drift—drop sheer

from the general level of the ground on either side.
" The Craigs

of the Ailnack," as this part of the gorge' is locally called, are a

most impressive sight and afford a remarkable example of the erosive

power of running water.

The sequence of events that led to the production of the striking

'
It is considered by Sir A. Geikie to be post-glacial (Scenery of Scotland, p. 196).
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features just described seems fairly clear. The Caiplaich-Loin was an

important feeder of the upper Don and later of the Avon. The Burn

of Brown, cutting back mainly along yielding Old Red Sandstone con-

glomerates and black schist with limestone bands, beheaded the Caiplaich-

L.oin. Meanwhile a small feeder of the Avon, the original Ailnack,

was also pushing its headwaters back along incoherent Old Red

conglomerates and threatening to behead the Caiplaich-Brown. The
Ailnack of that period may be compared to the Little Ailnack of to-day.

Then came the Ice Age. In the later stages of the glaciation the

valley of the Caiplaich-Brown, where it made a sweep to the north-west

through what is now the Lochan Uaine gap, was blocked with drift :

the biter was bitten, and the Ailnack carried off the waters of the upper

Caiplaich-Brown.

At first sight the tapping of the Caiplaich-Loin appears to be of

recent date.
"
After the capture the rearranged water course will cut

a sharply intrenched valley above and below this elbow [of capture],

for the diverted stream, of considerable volume, being turned into the

head of the diverting stream, where the volume is zero, must im-

mediately deepen its channel. As time passes the trench will disappear

by widening [through weathering] and hence the occurrence of such a

trench may be taken as an indication of recent rearrangement ".^ The

trench is present, fifty to sixty feet deep, and with precipitous sides.

But the ^ace between the point where the Caiplaich-Loin has been

tapped and the head of Glen Loin does not seem to have been in recent

times the bed of a stream. Had the capture been of recent date one

ought to have been able to follow not merely the valley, but also the

channel of the captured stream eastward. The Caiplaich-Loin was

tapped in pre-glacial times, and the obliteration of the deserted portion

of its channel is due partly to weathering, partly to ice action :

^
in post-

* W. M. Davis, Geographical Essays (Ginn & Co.), p. 602.

2 What is here said of the date of the capture of the Caiplaich holds true of the

capture of the Geldie by the Feshie—it is pre-glacial. In the case of the Feshie the

elbow of capture has none of the distinguishing marks indicating
" recent rearrange-

ment ". Cp. Mem. Geol. Surv.—Geology of Upper Strathspey.
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glacial times the robber-stream has over-deepened its valley up to and

a little beyond the original elbow of capture, this over-deepening being
due to the steeper gradient provided through th^ tapping of the

Caiplaich-Brown by the Ailnack (Fig. 7).

*!=

•vlTJ

Zo-LUr

Fig. 7—Map showing relation between the Caiplaich -Ailnack and the Loin Burn.

(Scale, 6" = i mile.)
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The captures described above are as clear and convincing cases of

river piracy as can be found anywhere : it is surprising that they have

failed to attract the attention of previous observers.

In these rearrangements of drainage we see results of the capture

of the upper Don by the Avon. The over-deepening of the Avon

valley in consequence of that event gave to the Brown and the Ailnack

sufficient fall to enable them to cut back and encroach upon the basins

of neighbouring streams, flowing at higher levels and over harder rocks.

The result of captures from the Don by the Avon and its tributaries

is that the former river has lost almost exactly sixty square miles of

drainage area. The portion lost—about one-ninth of its original

drainage area—had a greater rainfall than any similar area within the

limits of the present basin of the river.

(3) Capture of the Upper Shevock and Gadie by the Bogie.
—

Looking west from Oldmeldrum, one sees the hollow drained by
the Ury (middle part), Gadie, and Shevock as one continuous valley,

with undulating floor, extending to Tap o' Noth and Buck of Cabrach,

and continued still farther west by a well-marked hollow between

those hills into the Cabrach basin.

The Shevock-Gadie Valley has been opened on a complex series

of basic igneous rocks (with later acid intrusions) overlaid in the west

by Middle Old Red Sandstone. The ridge on the north (Foudland

Hills) is formed by clay slates standing on edge, that on the south partly

by steeply dipping andalusite schists and quartzites (Correen Hills)

and partly by granite (Bennachie). The basic rocks seem to weather

rather readily ;
but the subdued topography of this wide well-cultivated

valley, together with the presence of Old Red Sandstone at its west

end, leads one to infer that we have here, as in many other localities,

an instance of the resuscitation of a pre-Old Red surface feature. The

subdued land forms are the result of pre-Old Red, Old Red, and later

denudation. The existing streams have practically attained their

regimen ;
and any vertical erosion they are now doing or have done

in recent times is due to modification of the surface by the ice of the

Glacial Period.
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The Gartly water-gap, deep and striking, through which the Bogie
flows northward, is floored with Old Red deposits. On one side the

Tap o' Noth has an elevation of 1851 feet : on the other the Correen

Hills reach a height of 1426 feet. The Bogie has pushed its watershed

back along a belt of readily eroded rocks, broken its way into the basins

of the Shevock and Gadie, and carried off" the original headwaters of

these streams. Their present headwaters, like those of the Don, once

formed unimportant feeders and descend into the old valley at right

angles (Fig. 8).

The Shevock-Bogie watershed at Kennethmont, crossed by a very

distinct hollow, is just under 600 feet : the Gadie-Bogie watershed is

slightly over 800 feet. It may be, therefore, that the. Shevock had

captured the upper Gadie (now the Burn of Craig) before it in turn was

tapped by the Bogie.

Further, the wide hollow extending from Rhynie over to
"
the

Cabrach
"

suggests that the drainage of the latter district originally

passed eastward by Rhynie into the Shevock-Gadie Basin. The

Kirkney Water and Deveron, subsequent streams (strike streams) ad-

justed to rock structure, tapped the Cabrach drainage. The Old Red

Sandstone of this high-lying basin was no doubt once continuous with

that of Lumsden, Rhynie, and Gartly ;
and all formed part of the floor

whereon the consequent east-flowing streams originated.

The streams of which the Craig-Gadie and Ord-Shevock are the

most evident remnants originally flowed east over a peneplain worn

down on Old Red (and perhaps Secondary) rocks. The river formed

by their union with each other and with their chief north bank tributary,

the Ury, can be traced beyond the valley we have been discussing.

At Oldmeldrum Village a well-marked wind-gap leads over into the

basin of the Ythan. I am inclined to think that the original drainage-

system of this part of Aberdeenshire was as represented in the sketch

map (Fig. 9).

A north bank tributary of the Don, pushing back from Inverurie,

tapped the stream, a, and annexed the major portion of it to the Don.

The Gownor Burn or the Brora Burn probably represents the lower

3
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Fio. 8—Present Drainage of Central Aberdeenshire.

FiQ.g—Former Drainage of Central Aberdeenshire.
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part of the beheaded stream ;
the west-flowing portion of the Lochter

Burn is an obsequent, developed in the line of the old valley.

Drs. Peach and Home claim the Ury—and I presume the Don

below Inverurie^as a south-easterly consequent stream. It would be

in their view (they do not give details) the oldest part of the Don

system of drainage. The present system would arise through right-

bank tributaries of the Ury (mainly what is now the trunk-stream, the

Don) tapping other south-easterly consequents draining parts of the

old peneplain farther to the west. But where are there any traces of

these other consequents ? And what gave the Ury any advantage
over them ? Was it that it flowed where the younger and more readily

eroded deposits resting on the Dalradian Schists lay deeper, and that it

was thus enabled to work to a greater depth in less resistant materials

than its western neighbours, which earlier encountered older and harder

rocks ? This is a supposition that would have great weight if one could

point to thoroughly clear and satisfactory evidence of other south-

easterly streams having once crossed the area now drained by the Dee

and Don.

2. Capture within the Basin of the Don.

(i) Kemnay Basin.—Normally tributaries make with the part of

the main stream above the point of junction a more or less acute angle.

Right-angled and, still more, obtuse-angled junctions are suggestive of

something exceptional ;
river and tributaries then resemble a trained

fruit-tree or espalier (in the secondary sense of that word).

The espalier arrangement of the Ton Burn and its tributaries is

not a natural one, and is sure proof of stream adjustment extending over

a long period. Fig. 10 shows the present drainage of the Kemnay
Basin

; Fig. 1 1 is a suggested restoration of the former drainage.

(2) Alford Basin.-—What has been said of the drainage system

in the Kemnay Basin holds true of that in the Alford Basin ;
and again

we offer a tentative explanation. A comparison of Figs. 1 2 and 1 3

will make clear how the present system was established. A line of

weakness, due to faulting, probably helped a tributary of the Strow Burn

to annex the Droichs and Cushnie Burns.
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Fig. 10—Present Drainage of the Kemnay Basin.

Fig. II—Former Drainage of Area shewn in Fig. lo.
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Fig. 12—Present Drainage of AHord Basin (S. Half).

Fig. 13—Former Drainage of Alford Basin (S. Half).
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The wind-gap at Tillyfourie, in the ridge separating the Alford and

Kemnay Basins, requires explanation. It and the adjacent part of the

Alford Basin have been subjected to intense glaciation, as will presently

be shown
;
but glaciation alone cannot account for a gap of its size.

It seems reasonable to suppose that, before the very distinct basins

round Alford and Kemnay existed and while they were in course of

formation, the Tillyfourie gap was for a long period a water-gap. The

drainage was then something like what is represented in Fig. 14.

14—Former Drainage of Alford, Kemnay and Kintore Basins.

Capture from the stream aaahy the stream 6 converted the Tillyfourie

water-gap into a wind-gap. Other captures, as will be plain from a

study of Figs. 10 and 12, established the existing drainage.

(3) Deskry Water.—The Deskry joins the Don at an obtuse

angle ;
and turns back on itself, as it were, before doing so. The

character of the valley below the bend at Boltinstone, narrow and

steep-sided, is so very different from its open character above that point

that some special explanation is required ;
for the difference cannot be

attributed to variation in the character of the underlying rocks. We
may have here a case of capture by a small stream cutting back by
Barns and Reppachie. What may be the old track of the Deskry is

seen in a practically dry valley, entered between the farms of Newton

and Upper Towie (after the low saddle east of Boltinstone is crossed)
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and leading down to the Long Burn at Mill of Culfork. The new

track did not offer the Deskry a very much shorter route to the Don,

but capture seems a likely explanation of the abnormal junction and

sudden change of course. The capture is not recent ;
for the Deskry,

unlike the Ailnack, has graded its lower course.

Between Barns and Boltinstone the valley is much cumbered with

morainic debris.

V. The Glaciation of the Don Basin.

The varied phenomena due to ice action, directly and indirectly,

are so often exemplified together in the same locality that the most

satisfactory method of dealing with them will be to follow nature and

discuss them together as they occur, prefacing the discussion with a

brief general statement.

Striis and Roches Moutonn^es.— In the upper part of the Don Basin

striae seem to be altogether absent
; and, though ice-moulding on a large

scale may be detected by the experienced eye, roches moutonnees are

also wanting. This is not to be wondered at, since the rocks are not

of a nature adapted to receive or to retain these evidences of ice

action.

In the lower part of the basin striae are more abundant, and all

indicate a
g-eneral easterly movement of the ice-sheet. The direction

varies from east north-east to south-east, variation from the general

direction being attributable to the form of the ground. In addition to

the instances recorded on Sheets 75, 76, and
']']

of the Geological

Survey Maps, I have noted striae on the rock at Cairncry Quarries

(east) ;
at Persley Quarries (east) ;

and in a small opening for road-metal

near Hatton of Fintray, striae (east by south) and roches moutonnees.
^

Erratic Blocks.—Owing to the uniformity in composition of the

rocks in the bands that run north-east and south-west across the upper half

of the Don Basin, there is a similar uniformity in the erratics scattered

over corresponding latitudes to the east. While this is so, there are

certain readily identifiable types of rock occurring as erratics that can

'And at Hallforest Quarries, Kintore (east), September, 1914.
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be traced to their place of origin ;
and the evidence afforded by these

as to the direction of ice movement corroborates that furnished by striae

and roches moutonnees.

Boulder Clay.
—About the nature, distribution, and contents of the

boulder clay little can be added to the information contained in the

memoirs explanatory of Sheets 75 and 76 of the Geological Survey

Maps.

I. River Mouth to Cothal Mills, Dyce.

Glacial Accumulation and River Diversion.

When the ice movement is directed across a valley, the effect will

vary according to the nature of the valley. A narrow valley may be

wholly or partially filled with coarse gravels shed off from the front of

the advancing ice or with bottom moraine (boulder clay) or with both.

The ice, as it were, builds for itself a bridge across which to travel

(Figs. 15, 16).

Figs. 15 & 16—Diagrams shewing the

Appearance of a narrow Valley before and

after Glaciation.

g = Glacial Deposits.
—* = Direction of Ice Movement.

Figs. 17 & 18—Diagrams shewing the

Appearance of a well-opened Valley before

and after Glaciation.

b = Boulder Clay.
-*• = Direction of Ice Movement.

If the valley be fairly wide and open (i.e. with gently sloping sides),

the effect will be different. The side facing the direction of movement

will act as an obstruction, and a deflection basin may be formed along

its base. When the ice retires, the valley will be more asymmetrical

and probably deeper than before the glaciation (Figs. 17, 18).
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Figs. 15 and 16 represent the condition of things before and after

glaciation in the part of the Don Valley about to be discussed
; Figs.

17 and 18 that in the valley north and south of Inverurie.

From Cothal Mills to the sea the Don flows in a narrow valley.

Across this the ice streamed almost at right angles, and the river ngw
flows for the most part between high banks or stepping terraces cut in

boulder clay or coarse glacial gravels : the nature of the valley, the

ground rising sharply on the west side, and its direction favoured the

accumulation of glacial debris. At five points the river has been

diverted on to rock, and at all towards that side of the valley to which

the ice was moving.

(i) Balgownie Diversion (Map, Fig. 19).

^'^ 3i^oo^'')*t^^'

,toow»)xa

Fig. ig—Map of the Balgownie District. Scale, 3" = i mile.

Notice the terraces occurring at lower and lower levels and mark-

ing the flood-plain level at successive stages in the excavation of the

gorge.

The probable boundary of the rock at river level is indicated by a

dotted line.

Above the rock-gorge we have a very fine example of what Prof.

W. M. Davis calls a "compressed meander". The river terraces

render the successive stages in the eastward corrasion of the convex

side of this meander perfectly clear. The barrier that turned the river
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on to rock must have been situated where the haugh between Old-

machar Cathedral and Seaton House now is
;
and the prolonged attack

directed against it by the river has removed practically the whole of it.

Only a remnant is left, to the west of the Cathedral. On this remnant

stands the conical mound known as Tillydrone (129 feet), which has

certainly been trimmed by the hand of man and may be entirely arti-

ficial : no section discloses its structure.

No clearer case of post-glacial diversion can be found than this at

Balgownie. The river has cleared away so much of the material block-

TcTslexj QuM'ry

Fig. 20—Map of the Persley District.

r, r = Exposures of Rock.

In this Fig. and in Figs. 19 and 23, probable boundary of rock at

present river-level is shown by broken line. Shading shows where

the river is on rock.

ing its pre-glacial valley as to reduce the level of the ground in the old

valley sixty feet or thereby below the top of the rock in the recent gorge.
A very little more outward cutting on the part of the river when

it circled round Seaton Haugh, and the gorge would have been de-

serted. Something like this has actually happened at the diversion

next in order up the river.

(2) Persley Den Diversion (Map, Fig. 20).
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That the Don once flowed through Persley Den is perfectly clear.

The den is walled by rock (granite) throughout, the top of the rock

rising to over loo feet above O. D.
;
and the lade supplying Grandholm

Mills has been taken through it. From the river down to x the lade

has been excavated in rock. Were it not that the floor of the den has

been artificially raised by the material taken out of the lade, the fifty

feet contours would run through.

The pre-glacial valley of the Don lies to the south of the present

line of the river, and is blocked by accumulations of sand and coarse

gravel (with large boulders), overlaid in places by coarse sandy boulder

clay (e.g. in some parts of the sandpit shown on the map, Fig. 20) and

moraine material. The surface left on the retreat of the ice was hum-

mocky and irregular.

To the north and to the south of the hill (145 feet) in which the

sand-pit has been opened, the ground sinks below the level of the top

of the rock-wall of Persley Den (slightly over 100 feet). To the south

the level has certainly been lowered by the Scatter Burn
;
but to the

north the hollow at a in Section B, Fig. 21, appears to be an original

feature. Consequently the diverting barrier must have lain to the west

of the ridge along which Section B is drawn : it has been removed by

the river, just as has happened at Balgownie. The sand-pit hill prob-

ably lies about the middle line of the old valley.

How comes it that the Don has contrived to desert part of a post-

glacial rock-gorge which it occupied for a time sufficiently long to en-

able it to cut down fifty feet in solid rock ? The high terraces up-stream

from Persley Den make it clear that, when the river first took its course

over rock, it did so with a gentle bend towards the south and east.

This curve became accentuated
;
and at the elbow of the bend near

Woodside House the river cut its way through the rock-wall of its

gorge into the softer glacial deposits beyond. The rock surface at a

(Fig. 20) dips sharply beneath glacial stuff".

One difficulty presents itself here. Unless the ground south-east

of a, at the time when the river escaped from rock, had risen very little

above the fifty-foot level, the Don would have continued to keep its
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former course through Persley Den. But, as already mentioned, the

surface left on the retreat of the ice was irregular ;
and there was prob-

ably a depression to the east of Woodside House which allowed the

river to escape in that direction. For it is scarcely possible that the
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river, after emerging from the east end of the Den, could have swung

sharply enough to carry away the glacial deposits in the neighbourhood
of a, and so have facilitated the change of course. In either case,

Downie Hill is a severed spur.
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Instances of rivers eroding post-glacial gorges in rock and after-

wards deserting them must be rare. The Persley Den case is the more

remarkable in that part of the post-glacial gorge continues to be occupied

by the river.

(?) Munemoss Diversion] ,,;r t-- \

; ; , . .
[ (Map, Fig. 22).

(4) Stoneywood Dive7'sion]

These are diversions of quite ordinary type. The material block-

ing the pre-glacial channel and forming the river banks and bed above

and below Stoneywood is boulder clay, between Mugiemoss and Persley

360

°'Ui-^-^"S

"R^o^

luo

Fig. 23—Map of Don near Dyce Church. Scale, i'8" = i mile.

Bridge exceedingly coarse glacial gravels. The outcrops of rock on

both sides of the river show that the post-glacial varies from the pre-

glacial course of the river within comparatively narrow limits.

(5) Dyce [Cothal Mills) Diversion (Map, Fig. 23).

Here the river is on rock for o"83 miles, and in that distance falls

from 140 feet to 120 feet above O. D. The top of the rock on the

south side of the gorge near the ruined church rises to about 1 50 feet.

The pre-glacial channel evidently lay to the south, across what is
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now the spur projecting into the river bend at Cothal. The nature of

the material filling in this channel is revealed in a sandpit close to

Dyce Parish Church (Fig. 24). The floor of the pit is 120 feet above

sea level.

1
1'.
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FiQ. 24—Section in Sand-pit near Dyce Parish Church.

a = Sand

b = Bands of Loam.

F,/= Faults.

Gravel with Boulders up
to 3' in length, some

distinctly glaciated.

Except where it has been carved into river terraces, the spur just

mentioned is a wilderness of irregular mounds of coarse gravel (with

boulders) similar to that seen in the upper part of the sandpit. These

mounds seem to be denuded moraines.

Close to the church and intersected by the railway and the disused

canal, is a typical kettle-hole,
" The Lady's Jointure".

The steep gradient of the Don from Cothal to the sea has been

and is of great economic importance. Including Cothal Mills and

Grandholm (Meal) Mills, both now in ruins, ten industrial concerns,

some (e.g. Stoneywood Paper Mills) of world-wide fame, have utilized

the abundant water-power. Water-power, however, is now in most

cases merely auxiliary to steam-power.

The following tabular statement shows the irregular gradient of

the lower Don,
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From 140' to 120' the Don in '83 miles falls 2\'d per mile.

„ 120' „ 100' ,, ,, TO „ „ lO'O „ „

„ 100' „ 90' „ „ 1-52 „ „ 7-0' „ „

90' „ 50' .. ..
I "48 ,. „ 27-0'

50' ,. o' „ „ 3-9 „ „ 127'

2. Brimniond, Elrick, and Tyrebagger Hills.

The prominent north-and-south ridge formed by these hills lay

right across the path of the ice-sheet
;
and round Clinterty to the west

of it there is a basin, probably an erosion basin, floored by alluvium and

clearly the site of a vanished lake.

At one stage in its retreat the ice, unable to surmount the ridge,

still continued to stream into the valley beyond through the gaps on

either side of Elrick Hill. It passed in greater force by the more

direct route over the col to the north of Elrick Hill, and in the valley

to the east the divided ice-stream reunited (Fig. 25, A).

As its level slowly sank, the shrinking ice left its record on the

north and north-east slopes of Elrick Hill in a series of moraine

mounds
;
where its margin rested on the north slope of Brimmond

Hill, a lateral moraine was built up and levelled by melt-water into a

wide terrace, extending from Greenwelltree towards Craibstone (Fig.

25, B).

By and by the ice was unable to flow completely round the south

side of Elrick Hill. It retreated slowly over the col, leaving behind it

a series of terminal moraines. Through these the melt water cut a

well-defined overflow channel. The overflow passed along the southern

edge of the ice that still found its way over the northern col, levelling

its lateral moraine into a terrace at a lower level than the terrace men-

tioned above. It is curious to note how markedly the overflow-

channel "hangs" over the valley once occupied by the northern ice

tongue {Fig. 25, C).

Next the ice failed to surmount the northern col, and the lobe

that lay in the valley between the slopes of Brimmond and Tyrebagger
melted slowly in place. The bottom of this valley is a marshy flat.
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drained by a stream flowing sluggishly in an artificial cut
;
and its lower

slopes are littered with irregular mounds, formed doubtless of materials

washed on to or against the edge of the dissolving ice (Fig. 25, D).

Fig. 25— Diagrammatic View of Brimmond, Elrick and Tyrebagger Hills.

a, a -— Rude Terraces on Flank of Brimmond.

b, b — Moraines.

c, c = Bed of Glacier.

3. Cothal to Inverurie.

The gradient of the Don from Inverurie Bridge (170 feet) to the

rock-barrier at Cothal Mills is shown below.

S
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From 170' to 155'' the Don in 375 miles falls 4'o' per mile.

„ 155' „ 140' „ „ 7-36 „ „ 2-04',,

It has been suggested that the exceptionally low fall of the river

below Kintore is due to the former existence of a lake drained by the

cutting down of the rock-bar at Cothal. The valley here coincides in

direction with the movement of the ice as proved by the strice at

Hatton of Fintray. It has doubtless been widened and deepened by

glacial erosion, but there is no absolute proof that there is here a rock

basin : in fact, if the lower Don could be turned back into its pre-glacial

channel, the gradient from Inverurie down would probably assume a

nearly normal character.

Even if a rock basin were proved to exist, the former presence of

a lake is not a necessary consequence. As fast as the ice retreated, the

basin might be filled with glacial and fluvio-glacial debris up to and

above the level of the rock-bar. Wherever on the valley floor between

Cothal and Kintore we find a surviving fragment of the early post-

glacial surface unaffected by river action, the same hummocky contour

prevails as on the spur near Dyce Church. The higher terraces, too,

are cut in coarse gravels like the gravels in the upper part of the Dyce

sandpit, whose glacial origin is pretty certain.

There is also a total absence of lake terraces—as well as of

deposits that might be considered lacustrine—at levels corresponding

to the height of the barrier. All the existing terraces, even the highest,

are undoubted river terraces with a distinct though gentle slope down

stream.

But there might have been a lake w^ithout its leaving any old

shore lines. Mr. Drew,^ writing of the Upper Indus Basin, says :

" The low slope of the river-bed and of the alluvium which corresponds

was made by a checking of the waters at a spot not far below which

made a lake and caused a rearrangement of the river-bed for some

distance back and brought about the deposit of more than usually

fine alluvial matter, the present surface being, however, alluvial not

^

Just above Kintore. "^

Quart. Jour. GeoL Soc, 1873.
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lacustrine". It is true that, where the gradient is lowest, the river

banks are composed of fine sand
;
but we cannot argue from this that

the sand is lake sediment
;
the river is now cutting into its old flood-

plain and re-sorting its own deposits.' If the open valley from Cothal

to Kintore were the bed of a vanished lake, wholly or partially silted

up, it is difficult to see how the gradient of the river (which, in the

middle of this section, cannot now be more than eighteen inches per tni/e)

could ever have been high enough to enable the current to transport

boulders the size of some seen in the gravels of Hatton sandpit, i.e.

more than a foot across.

All the evidence I can gather is against the lake theory. On the

retreat of the ice there was left, I imagine, a stretch of valley, with low

gradient (due partly to glacial erosion, partly to the blocking of the

valley from Cothal down), floored by hummocky morainic and fluvio-

glacial gravels and sands, and studded with basins and kettle-holes,

many of which no doubt held small lakes. When the river began to

flow, it wound about among the mounds that littered the valley bottom ;

and at Cothal settled into a course across a spur of rock. To the slow

rate at which this rock was cut down and not to the former existence

of an extensive lake is due the low gradient and wide flood-plain of

the river above the rock-bar.

From Kintore to Inverurie Bridge the gradient of the river is still

remarkably low. This fact is explained on p. 24 and illustrated in Figs.

17 and 18. The gradient of the Ury, too, from its junction with the Don

up nearly to Inveramsay is exceptionally low for a stream of its size

(six and a half feet per mile) : here again glacial erosion must be the

explanation. For the gradient above Inveramsay rises to over sixteen

feet per mile, although about Pitcaple there is a wide basin also prob-

ably due to glacial erosion.

North of Kintore and towards Port Elphinstone and Inverurie,

above and below the junction of Ury and Don, these rivers have at

many points cut down to a floor of boulder clay. The Bass of

Inverurie, a severed spur (p. no), stands on a boulder clay base.

' See note, p. 105.
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4. Inverurie Bridge to Fetlernear House.

In this section of its course the Don Hows in a narrow winding

valley between high banks of boulder clay, the fall being from thirteen

to fourteen feet per mile. The river is on rock at several points, and

it is hardly possible that it can follow precisely its pre-glacial track.

One cannot, however, point to any clear and characteristic instances

of diversion such as occur near Aberdeen.

The pre-glacial valley, cut in resistant rocks (p. 7) was narrow,

and its winding character was unfavourable to erosion by ice and favour-

able to accumulation of bottom moraine (boulder clay).

Immediately behind the shop at Burnhervie (where a small tribu-

tary joins the Don above Manar House) there is an excellent section,

twenty to thirty feet deep, in beautifully current-bedded sharp sand

(granitic). The steep boulder clay banks, which elsewhere rise high

above the narrow strips of alluvial deposits, here decrease in height

and recede from the river. The sand probably marks the position

of a depression
'

in the boulder clay at a point where (as a study of

the map will show) conditions were less favourable than elsewhere to

accumulation of bottom moraine.

5. Kemnay Basin.

(
I
)
Glacial Erosion.

Above Fetternear the valley of the Don suddenly expands into

the Kemnay Basin, shut in towards the west by an imposing range of

hills (Fig. 26). Here the river for nearly five miles does not once touch

rock. The 300 feet contour retires so far from the river-banks (Map,

Fig. 10) that the most feasible explanation which can be given of the

wide haugh-lands of the district is that they occupy an erosion basin,

partly obliterated by fluvio-glacial deposits, and subjected since the

Ice Age to planation by the river. That, before glacial conditions

supervened, there was here an open basin goes almost without saying

(p. 6) ;
but this feature has been intensified by glacial erosion.

At Fetternear the 300 feet contours approach very close to the

'

Holding an evanescent lake.
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Don, and steep boulder clay banks hem in the river down to Inverurie.

The erosion of this long stretch of boulder clay required time ; and,

meanwhile, the river above the obstruction, finding lateral play, levelled

and denuded the fluvio-glacial deposits on the floor of the basin into

the wide haughs of Nether Coullie and Monymusk.

Fig. 26—The Ridge bounding the Kemnay Basin on the West and North.

A wide stretch of haugh always tempts one to speculate on the

former existence of a lake, and it is impossible in the absence of strand-

lines—there are none here—and of good sections to find conclusive

evidence for or against such a view. One section in Kemnay Village

disclosed clean sand resting on peat. Its situation, however, was

such that it probably indicated merely a pool filled by wash from kames

and mounds of fluvio-glacial sand near by.

Round Kemnay there is a good deal of fine sand which is certainly

fluvio-glacial, not lacustrine
;
and there are many patches of alluvium

and peat that mark the sites of vanished lochs : but of the existence of

one large lake, bounded approximately by the 300 feet contour, there

is no evidence.

(2) Eskers, etc.

Striae prove that the ice-sheet quite surmounted the ridge bound-

ing the Kemnay Basin on the west } as the ice waned, it failed

to do so and streamed through the wind-gap at Tillyfourie and the

' Erratics are found on Bennachie close to its highest point, Oxen Craig (1733

feet).
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water-gap between Keig and Monymusk. The latter is a winding

gorge, through which an ice-tongue would find difficulty in forcing its

way : the main supply must have come by the Tillyfourie gap, where

there is evidence of intense glaciation and which affords a short and

direct passage from the Alford into the Kemnay Basin.

From the base of the ice-moulded western boundary ridge, low

drums of boulder clay extend eastwards. Ridges of sand and gravel

follow the same direction, and in the valley of the Ton Burn near

Monyroads assume the character of "kames". From below Bilbo

Bridge (over the Ton Burn near Cluny Castle) to beyond Kemnay

Village and Quarries extends a practically continuous esker-like ridge.

Beyond the eastern end of the ridge, shorter mounds run along the

hollow that narrows to the gap by which the railway from Kintore

enters the Kemnay Basin.

This continuous mound has all the characters of an esker. Good

sections there are none now open : such as there are show arched bed-

ding. At one point, near the Lang Stane o' Craigearn, the materials

are particularly coarse, including many boulders of gneiss and granite

from one to two feet across—all fairly well rounded : at other points

sections display clean sand, and there the arched bedding is clear.

I am acquainted with undoubted moraines of all types in the

valleys of the Dee and Don and elsewhere : the
" kames

"
of Kemnay

are totally different from any of these. The gravel moraines to the

north of Aberdeen near Corbie Loch and those near Muttonbrae

(Fintray Parish) show few traces of bedding ;
and what there is occurs

in patches and is more or less disturbed, often standing on end. In

the " kames
"

in question the finer material predominates over the

coarser, and is always distinctly bedded. It is, therefore, not likely

that they are moraines
;
and it is quite impossible that they should be

reckoned "
residual kames," i.e.

" mounds of sand and gravel left by the

denudation of fluvio-glacial material ".' The esker shows no indication

of having been trimmed by fluviatile erosion—and I know of no other

'Gregory, Geographical Journal, Aug., 191 2, p. 175. The "kames" near

Monyroads (or some of them) may be " residual ".

i
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form of denudation that could have carved such a ridge
—

except that

for a short distance near Kemnay Village one side has been cut into by
the Don.

(3) Glenhead and Toiiis Forest Ove7'flow Channel. (Map, Fig. 27).

fi'g'L] ^l^f of
Kii)t0Te.J(isttic1: 0""^il«

Tluvlo-^lioa Lowest
li,\ei..,eaiiU H«l,e5>

"Kxvei TeiTace.

At one stage in its retreat the edge of the ice-sheet rested on the

eastern rim of the Kemnay Basin. Some interesting phenomena result

from this still-stand.

Near the farm of Glenhead a small stream, the Gourock Burn, rises

within the Kemnay Basin at a level of about 285 feet
;

it flows east-

ward to Kintore through a ridge which rises well over 400 feet. The
burn follows a rock-walled valley, small at first but suddenly expanding
a little west of Tom's Forest Quarries into a wide, deep, flat-floored
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depression. A mile west of Kintore begins a huge fan with its apex
at the mouth of the Tom's Forest hollow : it ends on the edge of the

alluvial terraces of the Don along a front over a mile wide. The

highest terrace of the Don has been carved out of it. The northern

half of this fan is entered as an alluvial terrace on the Geological

Survey Map, Sheet 76 : the southern half, which is quite as conspicuous,

is not. The materials of which the fan is built are coarse near its apex
and become finer as it is followed eastward. In a [sandpit in its

southern half near Kintore, there is seen particularly fine current

bedding, such as would be produced by the shifting streams that course

over a fan.

Nothing can be clearer than that neither valley nor fan can be the

work of the Gourock Burn, which in relation to its valley is an utterly

hopeless
"
misfit

"
: indeed it requires a periodical clearing out to enable

it to drain the flat, peat-covered bottom near Tom's Forest. We have

here, in fact, a very striking example of an overflow channel—" a direct

overflow
"

as Prof Kendal would call it. The channel, however,

evidently follows the course of a pre-glacial valley, of which the melt-

water in escaping from the ice has taken advantage.

Just where the valley, followed from the west, expands near the

quarries large moraines cumber its sides. It is plain that here the ice-

front stood for a considerable time, and the melt-water issuing from it

over-deepened the pre-existing valley and built up the great fan near

Kintore. It is also plain that a comparatively small tongue of ice, such

as would fill the gap at Tom's Forest, could never have supplied water

enough or debris enough to produce the phenomena described above.

It seems as if practically the whole drainage of melt-water from the

Kemnay Basin followed this route. There is an evident relation

between the trend of the esker and gravel mounds in the Kemnay
Basin, the gap at Tillyfourie by which, mainly, the ice entered that

basin and the gap we are discussing (which, the Don water-gap ex-

cepted, is the lowest on the eastern rim of the basin). Probably the

whole sub-glacial drainage of the Kemnay Basin converged upon this

point, and the esker marks the course of the main sub-glacial stream.
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The central portion of the fan is wanting : it has been removed

by denudation. No one who has seen the Gourock Burn will hold it

responsible for the wide hollow in which it flows between the two

wings of the denuded fan. But the rock-gorge of the overflow channel

does not end at the Tom's Forest moraines. From that point a smaller

gorge extends westward to beyond Glenhead. Just where it opens out

on the floor of the Kemnay Basin there is a second group of moraines,

smaller and less conspicuous than those nearer Kintore.

After retiring from the Tom's Forest moraines, the ice made an-

other and shorter pause near Glenhead—-shorter, we infer, because the

moraines are smaller. Probably, too, a smaller body of water now

followed the overflow channel : the gorge eroded was smaller : there

was less debris. No longer overburdened by excess of load, the stream

of melt-water carried away part of the previously formed fan. This

seems the only likely explanation of the great gap in the middle of the

fan.

The denudation of the base of the fan by the Don will be referred

to later (p. 103)

Paradise Hill, in which the famous Kemnay granite is worked,

rises abruptly above the general level of the ground in its neighbour-

hood. At its south end is a curious platform of sand and gravel, on

which the higher part of Kemnay Village stands. This platform

merges southward into a sharply defined mound, a branch of the

great esker.

As the ice melted by ablation from the surface and by bottom-

melting. Paradise Hill would emerge : radiation from its surface,

particularly on the south side, would hasten the dissolution of the

neighbouring ice
;
and into the hollow, probably filled with water

debris would be washed and would build up this curious platform.

It may be, also, that the sub-glacial stream which formed the

esker—or a distributary of that stream—was diverted into this glacial

lakelet
;
and that the platform is its delta. The delta, it is true, is

higher than the esker
;
but this need cause no difficulty since the water

of sub-glacial streams probably flows in closed channels and under
6
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Strong hydrostatic pressure.^ Where a sub-glacial stream discharged

from the ice into a lake, it might well produce a fan of the kind

described.

As glacial conditions decreased in severity, but long before the

Kemnay Basin became ice-free, the supply of ice from the west, owing
to the pronounced character of the bounding ridge on that side, would

gradually diminish and finally be cut off Even when ice was still

streaming over the Tillyfourie gap, that in the Kemnay Basin would

have passed into the condition of "dead ice" i.e. it had no motion.

Below dead ice, melting slowly in place, we have the conditions most

favourable to the preservation of eskers
;

^ and that, I take it, is the

true nature of the kames or " kems
"
of Kemnay. Much of the sand

and gravel found along the eastern margin of the basin and near

Cluny Castle, is material washed out along the margin of the dead ice

as it melted.

6. AIford Basin.

(i) Glacial Erosion.—The Howe of Alford, i.e. the least elevated

part of the Alford Basin, is a triangular area bounded by the 500 feet

contour. It measures five miles from east to west : the base lies along
the bottom of the western face of the Cairnwilliam Range and is three

miles in length. The Cairnwilliam Range rises sharply to an elevation

of 800 to 1000 feet above the east end of the Howe.

In its passage eastward the ice-sheet streamed over the Cairn-

william ridge : striae are recorded on Cairnwilliam and Pitfichie as well

as in the gap of Tillyfourie.^ In the Alford Basin the thickness and

erosive power of the ice were greatest in front of the hill barrier

lying directly across its path, i.e. from Keig by Whitehouse Station to

near Tonley. Over most of this part of the Howe of Alford only a

thin covering of alluvium or peat or both mantles the underlying rock.^

'

Bathymetrical Survey of Scottish Freshwater Lochs, Vol. I. (Drs. Peach and

Home) ; Characteristics of Existing Glaciers (Hobbs), p. 87.

^Hobbs, op. cit., pp. 88, 89.
' Gaol. Survey Map (one-inch), Sheet 76.

^ Mem. Geol. Survey, Explanation of Sheet 7 6.
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Boulder clay is absent or poorly developed along the Bents Burn,

which flows northwards from Tonley towards the Don
;
but south of

Tonley, under the lee of the hilly ground to the west, it comes on in

full force and has been cut into by the streams that unite at this point.

The basin character of the Alford area has been intensified by glacial

erosion.

As already mentioned (p. ^y), the ice-sheet after a time failed to

surmount the Cairnwilliam Range and found exit from the Alford

Basin mainly by the Tillyfourie gap. Around this gap the evidences

of ice-action are striking. Everywhere bare ice-worn rock comes to

the surface, except where it is covered by moraines. The hollow that

leads from the gap down into the Howe of Alford is wide and deep
out of all proportion to the stream occupying it : it has been subjected

to powerful erosion by the indraught towards it of ice striving to sur-

mount the col.

Striae on Strone Hill (S. of Alford) point east by north : a move-

ment in an east-north-east direction is proved by striae and grooves

on the summits of Cairnwilliam and Pitfichie : in the Tillyfourie gap
the movement was south-east.' This variation in direction may be

due to the motion of the lower layers of ice adapting itself to the form

of the ground, while the higher layers that scored the hill-tops moved

in the direction of the general slope of the ice surface. But it must

be remembered that, when the Tillyfourie gap was the main channel

through which ice flowed eastward, the direction of movement would

be precisely that recorded by the striae on Cluny Quarry.

(2) Boulder-Clay.
—-All over the basin boulder clay, a typical till,

is well developed, except in the south-east corner of the Howe, .where

the effects of erosion are most pronounced. Here, along the Bents

Burn, there is a wide area covered by a thin sheet of locally derived

granitic sand (or peat) : granite is frequently struck in drains. The

boulder-clay dies out as it reaches the edge of this alluvium, and from

a little south of Baldyvin to Dykehead Cottage it is arranged in a

* Mem. Geol. Survey, Explanation of Sheet 76.
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series of low swelling ridges or drums/ e.g. near Meikle Endovie,

Mains of Baltluig and Park of Bandley.

Of the area mapped as alluvium and coloured as second and

third river terrace in Sheet 76, at least two square miles is boulder-

clay ;
and why it was ever entered as alluvium is a puzzle. South of

an approximately straight line from the twenty-sixth milestone (west
of Alford) to Mill of Bandley (on the Bents Burn) and north of the

railway, every section in this
"
alluvial

"
area that I have seen or heard

ofshows nothing but boulder-clay (or peat). The whole surface speaks

of underlying boulder-clay.

(3) Absence of Moraines and Fhivio-glacial Deposits.
—The almost

entire absence of moraines and fluvio-glacial sands and gravels from

the Alford Basin is a circumstance that cannot fail to strike the student

of glacial deposits.

On the flanks of the Correen Hills there are gravels at the mouths

of the overflow channels
;
but along the river there is nothing re-

sembling the gravels from Kintore to Dyce in the lower Don Valley,

or those that fringe the valley of the Dee above the alluvial terraces

throughout almost its entire length.

The only moraines are in the neighbourhood of the Tillyfourie

gap. Conspicuous moraines block its western end, and south along

the hillside towards Tonley at a level of 600 to 700 feet there is a

terrace-feature more distinct at some points than at others. This rude

terrace is no doubt a terminal moraine belonging to that stage in the

waning of the ice-sheet when the overflow channels at Tillyfourie and

My Lord's Throat'* were eroded. With these exceptions there is not

a single moraine within the Alford Basin.

In explanation of these facts the suggestion is offered that, in all

probability, the Alford Basin was for a time occupied by a cake of

dead ice, connected with the ice in the Kildrummy Basin only by an

1 Or " drumlins ". Wright,
" The Drumlin Topography of S. Donegal," Geol.

Mag., April, 191 2. No drums in North-East Scotland have the crested form described

by Mr. Wright.
2 See p. 45.
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isthmus of stagnant ice blocking the gorge between the Correen Hills

and Callievar. In the Howe of Alford there are no moraines, no

fluvio-glacial deposits (of any extent), but (except within the
"
belt of

wandering
"
of the Don) an almost universal mantle of boulder-clay.

In the Kildrummy Basin we find a strong contrast to this state of

things. There typical moraines are found : boulder-clay is seldom

seen, being buried beneath a thick covering of fluvio-glacial gravels.*

In the one case the ice melted slowly in place, lingering longest in the

bottom of the basin : in the other case it retreated slowly towards the

head of the basin, depositing moraines and shedding off outwash

deposits along its front.

(4) Overflow Channels.—A. Tillyfourie Overflow Channel.—
Three-quarters of a mile west of Tillyfourie Station, the throat of the

pass is blocked by conspicuous moraines that once held up a lakelet

whose site is now occupied by Craigmaud Moss. The meltwater from

the ice that left these moraines passed over the col, and cut a notch

in the granite and exceedingly tough cordierite gneiss bands forming

its floor.
^

Barely half a mile east of the station a tiny streamlet, originating

on the floor of the col, falls (as
"
Holly Linn ") over a nearly perpen-

dicular rock-face into an amphitheatre, 40 feet in depth and about

300 feet across. From this amphitheatre a gorge, rock-walled for

some distance, carries the streamlet eastward towards its junction with

the Ton Burn. The lip of the amphitheatre or pot-hole is formed by
'

a band of gneiss : amphitheatre and gorge are cut in granite : and both

are the work of a strong flow of meltwater across the col.

B. My Lord's Throat Overflow Channel.—On the left side of the

Don water-gap and north of Castle Forbes, there is a quite typical

overflow channel : it rejoices in the name of My Lord's Throat. The

level of its intake (619 feet) is almost to a foot the same as that of the

channel just described.

Channels A and B, together with the terrace-feature mentioned

1 P 51.
^ Mem. Geol. Survey, Explanation of Sheet 76.
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on p. 44, afford proof that the eastern margin of the ice in the Alford

Basin stood for some time at a level of between 600 and 700 feet.

C. Brindy Hill Overflow Channel.—Another overflow channel

leading out of the Alford Basin is to be seen on the col over which

passes the road from Keig on the Don to Auchleven on the Gadie.

The level of the col is 820 feet
;
and the channel which cuts across it

is mainly a well-defined rock-gorge, twenty to thirty feet deep. After

quitting rock it descends for more than a hundred feet as a dry valley

cut in glacial deposits. This is interesting proof of the relative levels

of the ice in the Don and Gadie basins.

D. Overflow Channels on the South Side of the Correen Hills
( Map,

Fig. 28).
—a. A deep, broad, steep-sided cut isolates the Hillo/Airlie,

Fig. 28—Map showing the Overflow Channels on the S. Slope of.the Correen Hills.

(Scale, i" = I mile.)

crowned by an ancient camp known as The Barmkyn, from the hill to

the north. Its broad floor slopes gently eastward : at its eastern end
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is a considerable deposit of gravel. This cut is evidently a large over-

flow channel
^

: its intake is slightly under 700 feet above the sea.

b. A small but quite distinct overflow channel cuts across the spur

that projects southward between the farms of New Keig and Old Keig.

The level of the intake is about 630 feet : at its east end the channel

indents the 600 feet contour.

c. Near West Cividly are three marginal channels which present

no special features. The lowest and least distinct of the series seems

for a time to have carried the waters of the Merlin Burn into the Don

at a point much farther east than the present point of junction.

d. Galla Hill and Gatherdam Overflow Channels.—-An interesting

pair of marginal channels lies a little to the west of those just mentioned.

To the north of Galla Hill runs a deep, rock-bound hollow, the Galla

How : the 600 feet contours run through. Over a mile to the east is

a similar but much shallower hollow, near Gatherdam. Between the

two lies a wide basin, drained by the Esset Burn and bounded by the

600 feet contour, which here recedes northward a considerable distance.

The great flat from Woodhead north to beyond Black Bridge is floored

by alluvium, not so marked on Sheet 76 of the Geological Map. but in-

dicated to even the casual observer by absence of the stone fences so

common in Aberdeenshire where boulder-clay forms the subsoil.

Everything points to this flat having been occupied by a glacial

lake, dammed (like the Merjelen Sea) by the ice that still occupied the

floor of the Alford Basin. A stream of meltwater, following the edge
of the ice, flowed into it by Galla How, while it was drained for a time

by the channel at Gatherdam. Later the lake probably drained south-

ward, at a lower level, between the ice and the hillside : two ill-defined

marginal channels are seen between the Gatherdam channel and Mont-

garrie. Still later the lake disappeared ;
and the meltwater (which still

continued to follow the deep Galla How) followed the shrinking ice-

margin east and south, and defined the present course of the Esset

Burn down to Montgarrie.

The Esset Burn in pre-glacial times
(it is almost certain) flowed

1

Quart. Journ. of Geol. Soc, "Glacier Lakes in the Cleveland Hills," 1902.
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south-east from "School" (Map, Fig. 28) to join the Don. From the

school to Montgarrie the east-west part of the burn shows no rock : the

north-south part is rock-bound (Section, Fig. 29).
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In early post-glacial times, however, the Esset Burn would appear

to have joined the Don considerably to the east of where its mouth

now is. But whether the deserted channels within Whitehaugh policies

were eroded by the post-glacial Esset or are glacial overflow channels

at a lower level than those described in this section, is a point which

will be discussed under River Terraces (see pp. 1 16-1 18). In the same

section opportunity will be taken of explaining the probable origin of

another curious deserted channel in the grounds of Haughton House.

e. Overflow Channels at Bridge of Alford.
—^A stage was reached

in the melting of the ice when the Galla How channel ceased to act.

The marginal drainage then passed along the south side of Galla Hill

near Bridge of Alford, where there is a series of interesting and rather

puzzling channels (Map, Fig. 30).

Rock (granite) appears to form the bottom and sides of all the

channels except k, but a thin covering of soil and grass obscures most

of its surface. There are, however, good exposures in channels c, d, e,

and/
The most curious feature is the terrace, t, north of the Hospital :

it is notched into the rock of the hill-side. Except for a slight step or

rise near the old road, it slopes gently eastward : in cross section it is

level or slopes slightly towards the hill. A similar terrace, /' is seen
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near Syllavethy Quarry : in cross-section it has a decided hang towards

the river.

The whole configuration of this interesting corner quite precludes

.2

bo

s
I
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the idea that it can be due to ordinary river-action ; channels and

terraces have been cut by marginal drainage.

It is difficult to determine the precise order in which the channels

functioned. The following, if we judge from the relative elevations

of the intakes and the slope of the floors of the various channels, is

probably the order:—

(3) c

(5) /, e, e' k (?) forming parts of one channel
;

(6)y", g' , acting for a time as one channel
;

(7) ^. / ;

One point to note about these channels is the low levels at which they

mouth otit on the river terraces.

The overflow channels on the southern flanks of the Correen Hills

point to a time when, the Alford Basin being still partially occupied

by ice, the hill slopes to the north were ice-free and temporary lakes

were held up in the lower portions of the valleys draining them. The

drainage of these lakes, fed mainly by streams from the north but

partly by melt-water from the ice, eroded the channels in question.

(5) Ice-worn Col at Glacks of Ctilntellie.-
—^When ice from the

west ceased to surmount the Callievar ridge, the easiest route by
which it could enter the Alford Basin lay through the gap between

Langaddlie Hill on the north and the Cushnie Hills on the south.

Here, then, we find one of those typically ice-worn cols so character-

istic of the Highlands where ice has crossed from one valley into

another. The erratics found on the col show clearly the path taken

by the ice. Glenbucket diorite (white felspar and black-hornblende

in large crystals), Greenhill serpentine, epidiorites, crystalline lime

stones and yellow quartzites all indicate a movement from a little

south of west.
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7. Kildrmnniy Basin.

(
1
)
Ice Movement.—At the time of its maximum development knd

for a considerable time before and after, the ice-sheet streamed right

across the Kildrummy Basin and over the Callievar ridge. Quartzite

boulders and bits of sandstone from the Old Red beds have been carried

over the summit of Callievar down into the valley of the Strow Burn,'

and are occasionally found near Alford. As the ice waned it failed to

surmount the Callievar ridge and found difificulty in forcing its way'

through the winding gorge of the Don below Invermossat or over

the Col at Culmellie. The ice in the Alford Basin, cut off from

supplies from the west, passed into the dead condition
;
but a stream

of actively moving ice still occupied the adjoining basin to the west.

No striae have been detected, and the evidence from erratics is

inconclusive
;
but moraines of retreat and overflow channels, direct

and marginal, point to a northerly movement. The moraines present

their convex sides to the north and the overflow channels all slope in

that direction. The available evidence, in short, supports the view

that a glacier, augmented by ice streaming eastward down the small

glens that trench the margin of the Clova Hills plateau, moved north-

ward along the Kildrummy Basin towards and across the Don- Bogie
watershed.

(2) Sands and Gravels.—The abundance of sands and gravels,

fluvio-glacial and morainic, proves that in the Kildrummy Basin we

are not dealing with the products of a piece of dead ice.

" In the Kildrummy district the gravel is spread out in a thick

and tolerably uniform sheet over the country, the fields being strewn

with large rounded pebbles of quartzite [? from Old Red conglomerates].

Isolated kames occur, however, at the foot of the western hills as at

Truff Hillocks and above Quarryfield. North of the Mossat Burn

there is an extensive area occupied by kame-shaped mounds and

winding ridges which reach their maximum development on the water-

shed about half a mile north of Lumsden. Here some of the rounded

^ Mem. Geol. Survey, Explanation of Sheet 76, p. 35.
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kames reach an elevation of thirty to forty feet above the general surface

of the ground. The longitudinal axes of these mounds trends roughly

north and south. . . , These kames are composed of alternating beds

of sand and gravel of varying degrees of coarseness and well stratified,

the dip of the beds generally conforming more or less to the outlines

of the kame, while the finer sands are often false-bedded
"

(Explanation

of Sheet 76, p. 33).

The faces of the western hills, from about 1000 feet down, are

scored with numerous short marginal channels, all sloping towards

the north. The portions of the hillside cut off by these channels fre-

quently simulate kames, but a cursory examination reveals their true

nature. Every isolated mound along the base of the Clova Hills from

Kildrummy Castle northward was found to have a core of rock or to

consist entirely of rock (with a thin covering of soil or of gravel and

sand).

North of the Mossat Burn the dominant feature is not
" kame-

shaped mounds and winding ridges
"
but flat-topped mounds of con-

siderable extent with wide flat-bottomed marshy basins between : they

show no definite trend. The mounds on the watershed north of

Lumsden will be referred to later : a section in one of them (Fig. 31)

Fig. 31.
—Section in Pit N. of Lumsden, near 35th Milestone.

g = Gravel, coarse and unbedded, with boulders. / = Loam, s = Sand, bedding disturbed.

shows anything but kamiform structure. South of the watershed there

is only one mound that at all resembles a kame (as usually defined).

It extends parallel with and a little to the west ofthe main road for about

a mile as an almost continuous ridge : northward it merges into the

tumbled belt of moraine ground on the watershed.

(3) Moraine at Lumsden and Overjiow Channels associated with
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it.—The mounds and ridges north of Lumsden extend (except where

breached by the Contlach Burn water-gap) in a continuous belt right

across the valley from Boghead on the east to beyond Auchinleith

on the west. On both sides this belt rises quite abruptly above the

general surface of the ground : in it are numerous kettleholes, some of

which hold lochans : its internal structure is shown in sections (e.g.

^^%- 30- Everything points to its being one of the moraines of re-

treat left by the Kildrummy ice-lobe.

Near its east end the moraine is breached by a small overflow

channel leading northward towards Auld Auchindoir. Another channel,

the causation of which an examination of Fig. 32 will make clear

34.Til\i JTdTT,
Rticrlfen

Fig. 32.
—Map of Lumsden District, showing Don-Bogie Watershed.

Lighter shading = Terminal Moraine. Broken line = Present Watershed.

Darker shading = Overflow Channels. Line of crosses = Preglacial Watershed.

is associated with the moraine near Auchinleith and is in itself rather

remarkable. It commences a short distance west of Auchinleith, at a
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level of over 900 feet. Here it is quite shallow and is cut in drift.

Close to Auchinleith it is a rock-gorge, over fifty feet deep, cut in a

projecting spur of serpentine. At Auchinleith it seems to die out, but

is picked up again a short distance to the north-east, and continues in

that direction till it terminates on the top of the steep slope on the west

side of the water-gap in the moraine. Its total length is about three-

quarters of a mile (Map, Fig. t,^).

ini'tii']''
•

int.ii"""'-.
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Fig. 33.
—Map of Overflow Channel near Auchinleith. Scale—6" = i mile.

a = Corrom. m—m = Terminal Moraine.

At a the channel is bridged by a corrom ^ formed by a small stream

(Corbie Stripe) from the slopes of Towanreef (or Tombhreae). At

CC there is no wall on the south side, and here the meltwater must

have flowed between the ice and the hill. Sections A, B, C, and D

(Fig. 34) will render further description unnecessary.

It must not be understood that the moraine just described is the

N.

' Le. an alluvial fan. Cp. Mem. Geol. Survey.
" East Lothian

"
(Second Edition).
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most northerly laid down by the Kildrummy ice-lobe. On the slopes

of Towanreef near Contlach there are mounds that seem to be morainic.

Although resting (as far as one can judge) on serpentine, they contain

A'

fD«

3 y

c

Fig. 34—Sections along the Lines AA', BB', CC, DD' on Map, Fig. 33.

Hon Scale—6" = i mile. Vert. Scale—,V" = 50'.

d = Drift. s = Serpentine. O.R.S. = Old Red Sandstone. F = Fault.

blocks of Old Red. This could not be if they had been deposited by
ice from the west.

There is a gap, loo feet deep, in the Lumsden moraine. This

gap cannot be due to the stream which now flows through it
;
for that
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is particularly ineffective, and follows a corrected course through a

broad, Bat, marshy bottom to its junction with the Burn of Craig. The

fine curve made by the valley of the Contlach Burn just north of the

moraine would accord with a stream equal in volume to the Don itself.

The moraine, also, is higher than any ground on the bottom of the

basin for miles to the south.

As the ice retreated southward, the moraine held up a glacial

lake. The overflow from this lake (dammed at one end by the

moraine, at the other by the ice-front) breached the moraine and

carried away a great part of the overwash deposits that must pre-

viously have formed a conspicuous valley train extending northward

by Auchindoir Church. It even cut down into the solid rock below ^

that formed the pre-glacial Don- Bogie watershed : for it seems likely

that, until the Ice Age, the Burns of Glenny. and Corchinnan discharged

into the Don as tributaries of the Mossat
;
and that, as a result of the

events noted above, the watershed, which is now a line joining Clova

House to the north end of the village of Lumsden, has been shifted a

mile to the south.

The flat-topped mounds already referred to as scattered over the

area north of the Mossat Burn no doubt represent other moraines of

retreat. The stratification seen in many of them may be due to their

having been deposited in the waters of the lake described in the pre-

ceding paragraph : the trimming of their tops may be due to the same

cause. I cannot confirm the observation, made by the writer of the

Explanation of Sheet 76, that
"
the bedding conforms more or less to

the outline of the mounds ".

Until the ice-front retired southward as far as Ardhuncart Hill,

the overflow channel north of Lumsden would continue to function
;

and it would still do so, even after that, unless the meltwater could

then find exit through the Don water-gap.

(4) Overflow Channel at the Den of Kildrummy.
—Glaschul Hill

' Old Red Sandstone, overlaid by moraine stuff, is seen on both sides of the

gap.
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is separated from Garlet Hill by a decided wind-gap, eighty feet deep,

summit level 912 feet. From this gap a deep glen, the Den of Kil-

drummy, curves round the north-west and north slopes of Glaschul

Hill. Even where it is deepest, it is occupied by a mere thread of

water
;
and right down, almost to the level of the alluvium of the Don,

the stream continues to be a misfit. This is particularly conspicuous

near the farm of Den and where, some distance above its junction with

the Don, it cuts across a dolerite dyke.

To the south of the wind-gap, along the hillsides near the farms

of Goreyhill and New Morlich, there are faint indications of terraces.

The Den of Kildrummy is a clear example of an overflow channel.

The ice was embayed in the angle between Garlet and Glaschul

Hills : the meltwater passed over the col, cut down the rock of the

col some eighty feet, and eroded the den. As the level of the ice

sank, a small glacial lake, overflowing across the col, seems to have

been held up in the angle of the hills, witness the terraces.

(5) Small Overflow Channel at Knotvehead.—At the east end of

the Glaschul ridge, near the farm of Knowehead, is a small, dry rock-

gorge. This is evidently another overflow channel, probably formed

a little later than the larger one to the west : it is slightly under 800

feet above O.D.

(6) Moraines at Westside of Brux and Milton of Kildrummy.—Near the farm of Westside of Brux are some very distinct moraine

mounds (Fig. 35), some thirty feet in height, their summits just reach-

ing the 700 feet level. On the opposite side of the river there runs

from Gateside to Milton (or Milltown) a kame-like mound of rudely

bedded boulders, gravel, and sand. The former are terminal moraines,

the latter is a lateral moraine of the ice when it just succeeded in

rounding the east end of Glaschul Hill.

The trough bounded on the north by Ardhuncart Hill and sunk

well below the adjoining part of the Kildrummy Basin is the bed of

the last remnant of the Kildrummy ice-lobe. It is not due to post-

glacial erosion by the Don, for no traces of river-terraces can be

seen at more than a very moderate height above the present level of
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the river. The mound on which the architecturally hideous Church

of Kildrummy stands is not due to circumdenudation, but consists

of fluvio-glacial stuff, probably washed into a hollow in the melting

ice.

Fig. 35.
—Moraines at Westside of Brux, Ardhuncart Hill in Background. River Terraces shown.

Along the west end of Ardhuncart Hill, by Kildrummy School-

house, there runs a small overflow channel associated with this last

phase of the ice.

8. Towie Basin (Figs. 36, },'], 38).

The only remarkable feature connected with the glaciation of the

Towie Basin is a complicated series of overflow channels near the

farms of Fichlie and East Kinclune. The sketch map (Fig. 36) will

make the character and relations of these clearer than any amount of

description. The channels operated in the order indicated on the map :

b truncates a, part of b has been removed in the formation of c and d,

and c is truncated by d. Apparently cd was eroded as part of c, and

was eroded to a still greater depth after c ceased to function : cd is by
far the largest of the four. The small hollow, x, is probably (in whole

or in part) artificial, having been excavated as part of the defences of

the prehistoric
"
peel ".
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There is a difference in level between a and cd (at their

western ends) of eighty feet : cd has a maximum depth of fifty to

sixty feet.

A\,. \%,\^v\

Fig. 37—View of Overflow Channels at Fichlie from Aitionn Hill.

Fig. 38—View of Channel cd from a point just E. of the Peel, looking W.

9. Bridge of Bucket to Bridge of Buchaam (Figs. 39, 40).

In this section the river makes a sharp bend to the north : its

valley is narrow, a shoulder of Ben Newe closing in on the west,

Clachcurr Hill on the east.

A platform rises 1 50 to 200 feet above the left bank of the river,

and one part of it is crowded with moraine heaps : its terrace form is

largely due to glacial debris, probably of the nature of washed lateral

moraine. A ridge of rock rising above the platform towards its south

end is cut across by a marginal overflow channel (Fig. 40) near the

farm of Buchaam ,
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Probably contemporary with this terrace are the moraines mentioned

as occurring where the Deskry makes its sudden bend to join the Don

(P- 23).

Fio. 39—Don Valley above B. of Bucket from Slack of Barns. Ben Newe in Background.

Fig. 40—Marginal Channel at Buchaam from Glenbucket Castle.

Across the ridge separating the Lower Deskry from the Don a

rock-walled gap, the Slack of Barns, has been cut by meltwater from

the Deskry ice.
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lo. Bellabeg District.

(
I
)
Poldhulie Diversion.—The gorge spanned by Poldhulie Bridge

is post-glacial. The nature and cause of the diversion will be rendered

clear by a glance at the sketch-map (Fig. 41).

l^lJ^uUc

Fig. 41
—Map of the Bellabeg District.

On both sides of the Don there is a fine display of moraines.

These moraines form the barrier that has turned the river on to rock :

several of them are beautifully conical in shape, and the morainic belt

contains many kettle-holes, some peat-filled, others containing lochans.

Conical moraines are most commonly found at sharp bends in a valley

or where two valleys meet.

It is suggested in the Explanation of Sheet 75 that above the rock-

barrier at Poldhulie there was at one time a lake.
" The haughlands at
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Candacraig . . . probably . . . occupy the site of a loch, drained by the

lowering of the rock-barrier at Poldhulie
"

(p. ^t,).
I believe that this

is so, though there are few if any remnants of what can be said definitely

to be lake terraces. Still the character of the material (washed clay,

loam, and sand) worked over by the river points to deposition in a lake.

The lake probably occupied the hollow left by the glacier that laid down

the Poldhulie moraines.

Poldhulie is one of the beauty spots of Strathdon.

(2) TAe Glen Nochty Barrier {Elrick Hilt).
—"

In the lower part

of Glen Nochty there is a thick deposit of sand and gravel which may
have a partly glacial origin. The high banks and denuded ridges seen

on either side of the valley at Howe and Belnabodach are composed of

sand with intercalations of coarse gravel. The structure of these

mounds is kamiform, and the bedding is often parallel to the sides of

the mound
"

(Explanation of Sheet 75, p. 32).

The high ridges referred to in the above quotation form a very

distinct barrier stretching right across Glen Nochty : though breached

by the Nochty, it receives the single name, Elrick Hill. The barrier

extends along the stream for 1000 yards, and its greatest breadth is

800 yards. There are three main ridges on the west bank, two on the

east bank (Map, Figs. 42, 43).

Except for the river-gap, signs of fluviatile denudation are wanting :

indeed there are no tributary streams that could have formed these

cross ridges, and the Nochty could not have done so. The ridges,

therefore, are either an original feature of the deposit or the denudation

that carved them out has been performed by meltwater.

Around Howe there is on the east bank of the stream a very dis-

tinct hollow. Though Howe lies quite 100 feet below the summit of

the cross ridge to the north, there is—except for the river-bluff on the

top of which the farm-buildings stand—no sign of river erosion within

this hollow. Around Howe, too, rock seems to be quite close to the

surface and it crops out in the river-bank a short distance below the

farm.

On the west bank of the Nochty several hundred yards of good
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clean section were exposed during the spring of 19 13. The bedding,

with the exception of slight undulations, is practically horizontal : the

beds on the north (up-stream) side of the most northerly and highest

ridge dip up-stream at a smaller angle than the surface of the ground.

Fig. 42.
—Map of the Nochty Barrier (6" = i mile). Broken Line indicates Limits of Fluvio-glacial

Deposits.

Most of the section, however, could be examined only from some dis-

tance—from the top of the river-bluff and from the opposite bank of

the stream.

The whole barrier consists of fine sandy loam with bands of gravel,

the finer material greatly predominating. There are no boulders of
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any great size : none exceed a foot in length, and boulders approaching

that size are scarce.

Gravel—much of it very coarse—extends from the barrier down

to the junction of the Nochty and Don
;
but it takes the form of a fairly

even spread. Above this sheet of gravel the barrier rises abruptly, and

it rises still more abruptly above the ground to the north (Fig. 43).

FlQ. 43.

y —
t

-Nochty Barrier from point a, Fig. 42. The angular elevations at a of the tops of the bluffs

bordering the stream gap are given.

This peculiar deposit of sand and gravel cannot conceivably be

due to river-action. That it is of glacial origin there can be no sort of

doubt : the only doubt is as to the precise cause and manner of its

formation : it is not a moraine, and it is not a pure lake deposit.

It originated, I conceive, in some such way as this.^ At a certain

stage in the retreat of the ice-sheet
^
the Glen Nochty ice just failed to

meet the Don Valley ice. During a pause in their retreat, debris

was washed into the water-filled space between the two masses of ice

and there sorted. Thaw-water from the rapid summer melting of snow

on the slopes of the valley gave rise to the curious cross ridges. The

hollow in which Howe stands was probably occupied by a detached (?)

mass of ice, for there is no indication that sand and gravel were ever

^ I am informed by a friend that he has seen in a volume of the Journal of

Geology a similar explanation of an apparently similar deposit. Failure to light upon

the particular volume prevents my referring to it.

2 Or was it during the retreat of the Valley Glaciers ?

9
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deposited there. In that case one would expect to find the beds dip-

ping in towards Howe. There are appearances which suggest that

this is the case
;
but if the sections exposed in the blufis opposite Howe

be strike sections of beds dipping across the stream, close examination

—and that is exceedingly difficult—will be required in order to be per-

fectly sure.

The up-stream dip of the beds in the most northerly ridge (west

side of stream) is due to the disappearance of the supporting wall ' of

(Nochty) ice, just as the inward dip of the beds at Howe would be due

to the melting of the ice-mass situated there.

The Nochty Barrier is thus partly morainic, partly lacustrine, but

wholly glacial in origin.

1 1 . Candacraio- to Corgarff.

From Candacraig to Corgarff the valley sweeps in comparatively

wide curves which the river fails to fill, i.e. the river makes many
curves while the valley (which has been carved out mainly by
fluviatile erosion) makes but few. Discordance between valley curves

and river curves '^

suggests a decrease in the volume of the stream and

is doubtless a result of piracy by the Avon (p. 9).

Only in this section do bare rock-faces (oversteepened) become

conspicuous in the valley walls.

Just below the junction of the Allt a' Coillich (Cock Burn) two

overlapping spurs project into the valley of the Don. Across the

neck of the more westerly of the two runs a flat-floored depression :

at its termination on the upstream face of the spur, there is exposed in

artificial section some depth of fine sand and loam. On the south side

of the depression rises a steep bank of coarse, bouldery gravel which

is plainly a remnant of a sheet that once extended further to the

north.

The deposit of fine sand and loam stands at a much greater

elevation above the river than any of the undoubted river terraces

^T. F. ]a.mieson, Quari. Jour. Geo/. Soc, 1874.

Davis, Geographica /Essays, \)\). ^()4 e/ se</.
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near by : it has not been laid down by the Don or by the Cock Burn.

Nor can the depression above mentioned, which is evidently due to

erosion by running water, be the work of either of these streams. It

would seem that, during the retreat of the Don glacier, the ice-front

Fig. 44.
—Terrace on the Spur near Corgarff Castle.

rested against and discharged a stream of meltwater across the spur

for a sufficient length of time to allow a channel fifteen to twenty feet

deep to be cut in the previously deposited morainic gravels. Further,

as the ice receded, a small glacial lake was held up in the angle where

the farm buildings are seen in Fig. 44 ;
and the fine sand and loam

were deposited in its quiet waters.

12. Corgarff to Wells of Don.

(i) Barrier at /iicktnore {¥igs. 45-8).
—
-"Along the upper part

of the Don, where the fall of the river above Cockbridge is very

slight, there is a considerable stretch of alluvium
;
and the wide

terrace, composed of fine sand and silt capped with sand and gravel,

that lies above Inchmore may represent the extent of a former loch
"

(Explanation of Sheet 75, p. 33).

The "wide terrace," of which Fig. 45 is a detailed map, is by no

means flat
;
and only part of it could by any stretch of imagination

be regarded as likely to "represent the extent of a former loch".

Only that portion between the Don, Allt Meoir Bheannaich, and Allt

Cuilchathaidh is mapped as "Alluvium" on Sheet 75; but, if the

whole of this is to be called alluvium, a considerable stretch of what
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is undoubtedly an identical deposit requires to be mapped north of

the Don (see Fig. 45).
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A portion of the so-called terrace is occupied by moraine heaps.

Moraines of retreat laid down by the glacier of the Upper Don are

Fig. 46.
—The Inchmore Barrier from below Delnadamph.

shown at a'a! (Fig. 45), and others formed by the Meoir Bhean-

naich at aa (cp. Figs. 47-8).

Fig. 47.
—Moraines, a', from Point A, Fig. 45.

Fig. 48.
— Moraines, a, from Point 6, Fig. 45.

Outside these moraines the bluffs along the Don and Meoir

Bheannaich consist of fine sand and loam below, sand and coarse,
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gravel (with stones up to afoot and more across) above. The relative

proportions of these two elements cannot be accurately determined,

since the streams are nowhere cutting into the bluffs so as to expose

a clean section. A talus of gravel obscures the lower part of the

whole range of bluffs : the fine sands and silts can be clearly seen in

only one small man-made section and in rabbit holes.

Close to Inchmore (i.e.
within the moraine, aa) good sections on

the banks of the Meoir Bheannaich disclosed a higgledy-piggledy

accumulation of coarse gravel and boulders ranging up to three feet in

diameter. This coarse moraine stuff seems to shade off towards the

Don into the sand and gravel which caps the fine sand and silt.

For some distance from the front of the moraine crescent at

Inchmore the ground slopes away in all directions: this is indicated

by the radiating broken lines in Fig. 45. Here we have clearly a

fan of overwash deposits. Near the "
I
"

of Inchmore a gap in the

moraine shows the point of issue of one stream of meltwater : this gap
is also seen in Fig 48 (to the right of the centre). It is curious that,

beneath the coarser materials of the fan, there lie fine sands and silts.

It is not likely that, immediately in front of the moraines of a glacier,

deposition of twenty to thirty feet of fine materials only would be

followed by deposition of an equal thickness of much coarser materials

with no intermingling of coarser and finer stuff where the two kinds of

deposit meet (as seems to be the case here).

From Cockbridge to Delnadamph the valley sides, particularly

the south side, above the bluffs bordering the alluvial flats, are littered

with moraine heaps (Fig. 78) ;
and similar heaps occur (Fig. 45) at

and above Inchmore. Probably the whole stretch of valley floor from

Cockbridge to the Allt Culchathaidh was left by the ice as a paysage

niorainique. But smaller or larger moraine-free patches might be left

at points where the retreat of the glacier was for a time more rapid

than usual. Lakes would gather in these hollows and become partially

silted up by the finer materials of the overwash before they were

drained by the cutting down of the moraines that dammed their lower

ends. One such, left by the retreat of the Don and Meoir Bheannaich
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glaciers, seems to have existed near Inchmore
;
and in it the fine sands

and silts of the "terrace" were laid down. Subsequently, a slight re-

advance of the Meoir Bheannaich glacier covered the fine lacustrine

deposits with coarse sand and gravel : the moraines, aa, mark the

limits of this readvance.

The moraines at Inchmore are later than those marked a'a'
;
for

the overwash fan in front of the former extends right to, and seems

partially to envelop, the base of the latter.

That the curious feature just discussed deserves the name

"barrier," is clear when it is remembered that, right on the brink

of the river gap immediately below the confluence of the Allt Reppachie,

the moraines rise more than twenty feet above the level of the col

between Lagganauld and Inchrory.

(2) Abnormal Gradient of the Upper Don.—Between the 1500

and 1250 feet contours (6"25 miles) the Don has an average fall of

forty feet per mile
;
but there are great irregularities in the fall.

In section (a) from 1500' to 1 485' the Don in o'l 9 miles falls 80' per mile.

„ „ {b) „ 1485',, 1469' „ „ 1-56 ,,

 

„ 10-3'

„ „ {c) ,, 1469',, 1410' „ ,, ro „ „ 59-0'

„ „ {d) „ 1410',, 1250' „ „ 3-5 „ ,, 457'
In section {a) the stream is flowing over the fan mentioned on p. 1 2.

In section {b) the Allt Tuileach (Don), wriggling in serpentine

curves through a wide valley, has practically no power of erosion but

just contrives to maintain an open channel between overhanging peat-

banks. It has formed no river terraces and no alluvial flat, though a

belt a quarter of a mile wide is marked as alluvium on Sheet 75.

The gradient is strikingly low compared with the volume of the

stream, and cannot be explained as the result of capture. Capture of

the Don by the Avon took place before—long before—the Glacial

Period (p. 11). Nor can it, for the following reasons, be explained

as the result of a great discharge of melt water through the gap at

Lagganauld from a glacier in the Avon Valley, the upper Don

Valley having previously become free of ice.

(i) The gap at Legganauld exhibits none of the features character-

») »»

>» M
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istic of the intake of an overflow channel, nor does the valley floor to

the east resemble the bed of such a channel.

(2) The ice supplying the melt water would have come mainly

from Ben Avon, and gravel containing abundant fragments of granite

should be plentiful along the line of the supposed overflow channel.

This is not the case.

(3) The gap cut through the Inchmore barrier is proportionate

in breadth and gradient to the size of the present stream. Had
there been a glacial overflow of the magnitude necessary to produce
the observed gradient ( io'3' per mile) it is difficult to understand how

any vestige of the Inchmore barrier could have been left : the whole

would have been washed away.

No moraines or fluvio-glacial gravels are found to the west of

those at Inchmore (Fig. 45), and the most likely explanation of the

low gradient of the valley floor seems to be that, during the retreat of

the glaciers, a stretch of dead ice rested here, the moraines above Inch-

more being the last products of it in its active condition. Except for

a growth of peat the present floor of the valley is just what it was

when the ice finally melted.

Section (c) coincides with the water-gap in the Inchmore barrier :

the gradient is such as one would expect from the volume of the river

and the nature of the materials worked upon.

Section [d) extends from just below the junction of the Meoir

Bheannaich to a little above Ordgarff. By union with the Meoir

Bheannaich the volume of the Don is almost doubled, and the extent

of alluvium on either side at once becomes markedly greater while the

gradient becomes markedly less. The materials—morainic and fluvio-

glacial sands, etc.—attacked by the separate streams is precisely the same

as that attacked by the stream formed by their union. The smaller

streams have made but a slight impression on the Inchmore barrier :

the larger stream has swept away or levelled out nearly the whole

of the glacial debris that formerly cumbered its valley.

In sections (c) and [d) the Don seems now to have, and since the

glacial period has probably always had, as much load as it can carry :
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hence it has wandered freely from side to side, undercutting any terraces

that may have been formed and spreading out an alluvial flat (see p. 85).

1 3. Overflow Channels leading out of the Don Basin.

(i) Lumsden Overflow Channel.—See p. 56.

(2) Oldmeldrum Overflow Channel.—The wind gap at Oldmel-

drum (p. 18) is crossed by a shallow but distinct channel leading

eastward into the valley of the Gownor Burn.

(3) Wattle-Rothie Overflow Channel and Associated Phenomena

in the Ythan Valley.
—From the Moss of Wartle, which stands at a

level of somewhat under 400 feet, a small stream flows northward

towards Rothienorman through a gap in the eastern continuation of

the Fondland Hills. On either side of this gap, which carries the

Aberdeen to Banff road and railway, the ground rises to heights of

over 600 feet. A part of the drainage of Wartle moss joins the Ury :

the moss lies on the watershed between the Ury and Ythan basins.

The gap seems to me to have been over-deepened during the

Glacial Period by a flow of meltwater from the ice occupying

the great valley between the Foudland Hills and the Correen Hills-

Bennachie ridge. The meltwater passed through the gap into the

valley of the Fordoun Burn and so to the Ythan at Fyvie.

As the ice shrank, a glacial lake may have been held up in the angle

of the hills at the south end of the gap : deposition in this lake would

account for the gravels that surround and underlie the Moss of Wartle.

From Rothienorman to Fyvie the glen of the Fordoun Burn is

deep, narrow, and steep-sided : its striking character is—or was till

recently
—obscured by trees. This character cannot be attributed

entirely, or even mainly, to the causes just detailed
;
for every tributary

that joins the Ythan in the middle portion of its course, especially

between Fyvie and Gight, exhibits the same peculiarities. As they

approach the Ythan, they sink their step-sided valleys deeper and

deeper below the general level of the surrounding country.

The great rock-gorge between Fyvie and Gight, its sides little

subdued by weathering, stands in marked contrast to the low smooth-
ip
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featured plateau of North-Eastern Aberdeenshire in the midst of which

it lies. From whatever view point it is looked at, this gorge is plainly

an accidental feature in the landscape : it is
"
youth

"
in the midst of

"
old age ". The same may be said of the deep trough in which the

Ythan flows between Auchterless Station and Fyvie (cp. p. 98, note).

"K.-^\Kir\

3': Mom o\
^O"

Fig. 49—Present Drainage round Fyvie and Auchterless (cp. Fig. 8). (J"
= i mile.)

Fig. 50—Former Drainage of the Area shown in Fig. 49. (J" = i mile.)

Dotted Line = Line along which pre-glacial capture took place.

Broken Lines = Sides of Overflow Channel.

A comparison of Figs. 49 and 50 will render any detailed account

of the history of the Ythan unnecessary. A very early condition of

the Ythan drainage system is shown in Fig. 50. A tributary of the
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Deveron, cutting back from near Turriff along easily eroded Old Red

Sandstone, tapped successively the two main head streams of the

Ythan. Evidence of this is written plain upon the face of the country.

The Deveron-Ythan watershed then ran north-east and south-west

through Gordonstown Hill and Steinmanhill. During the waning of

the ice-sheet and while the Moray Firth ice still occupied the coast

district around the mouth of the Deveron, the drainage of such parts

of the Deveron basin as were then ice free, augmented by meltwater

from the ice, was turned across the Deveron-Ythan watershed and eroded

the great trench, now occupied by the Ythan, from Auchterless Station

to Gight. At the same time the upper portion of what had previously

been a feeder of the Deveron was transferred to the Ythan, and the

present anomalous course of the latter river was established.

That the Fyvie-Gight gorge is largely due to exceptional causes

is apparent, for it is manifestly too large for the river. The same is

true of the deep, steep-sided trench followed by the Ythan north of

Fyvie, though in it rock-exposures are not frequent. This trench,

moreover, is part of a through valley connecting the Deveron and

Ythan basins : the watershed lies on its floor, just north of the point

where the Ythan enters it.

, Over-deepening of the Ythan valley, brought about as just de-

scribed, lowered the base-level to which tributaries could cut their

beds
;
and this led to the over-deepening seen in the valleys of all side-

streams that join the main river in the neighbourhood of Fyvie. The

south-west to north-east section of the Ythan above Auchterless

Station also drops into the through valley just mentioned by a narrow,

steep-sided valley of relatively high gradient.

The damming of the Deveron drainage no doubt led to the for-

mation of a glacial lake in the lower part of the Deveron valley : the

high-level, non-marine terraces to the north of Tuiriff (mapped on

Sheet 96) were probably formed along its margin ;
and certain elevated

deposits of sand and silt near the river, to the west of Turriff, may be

similarly explained.
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14. Overflow Channels leading into the Don Basin.

(i) Bandodle Overflow Channel}—This is a large channel, a mile

and a quarter long and with a maximum depth of over a 100 feet :

it is cut in rock. It leads out of the basin of the Beltie Burn, near the

north lodge of Learney, into the basin of the Ton Burn, and is well

seen from the Aberdeen and Tarland road.

(2) Tillylodge Overflow Channel^'' a typical channel, situated just

where the Aberdeen and Tarland road crosses the watershed into the

Tarland basin : the road runs through it.

(3) Glack of Bunzeach {Bunsach) leading from the Morven Burn

(Gairn basin) into the head of the Deskry Water.

(4) Slack of Glencarvie, a conspicuous feature in the sky-line

from many parts of Strathdon, at the head of Glencarvie.

(5) The Glaschoill^ leading from the top of Glenfenzie towards

the Burn of Tornaheish : the 1750 feet contours run through it.

Three overflow channels lead out of the Don basin towards the

north and north-east
;
five—those just mentioned—lead into it. These

channels prove that, when the ice-sheet of North-East Scotland was

waning, it thinned off from the basins of the Dee and Don northward.

Doubtless the same was true of the ice-sheet during its maximum

development : this, indeed, is what one would expect from a study of

the orographical features of the region, and helps to account for the

invasion of Buchan by
"
foreign

"
ice from the Moray Firth and from

Strathmore. The ice-invasion from the latter district came at a time

when the native ice had declined from its maximum.

Extent of the Valley Glaciation in the Don Basin.

I have stated my belief that, during the Valley Glaciation, the

Dee Valley glacier extended as far eastward as Dinnet {^Physical

Geology of the Dee Valley, Appendix, 2), many miles from the

source of the river. But in the Dee basin there is a great extent of

high ground around the headwaters of the river and its tributaries to

^Physical Geology of the Dee Valley, pp. 66, 67.
^ Ibid. ^

Ibid., p. 66.
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serve as a gathering ground for snow and ice, and wide and well-

directed valleys to carry the ice eastward.

These conditions are absent in the case of the Don. From the

high ground about Loch Avon, a great body of ice passed down

Strath Nethy : on the north side of Ben Avon, ice filled upper Glen

Avon and spread northward and north-eastward over the plateau

drained by the Avon and its tributaries : ice from the east end of Ben

Avon was prevented by the deep valley of the Builg Burn from

entering Strathdon in force, and probably only a comparatively feeble

stream found its way into the Don Basin by the gap at Lagganauld.

The Don Valley glacier would be formed and fed mainly by ice-

streams descending the tributary valleys from gathering grounds
seldom exceeding 2500 feet in elevation. The valley it occupied, too,

was a winding one, along which the glacier would have difficulty in

forcing its way. That it did do so is proved by the over-steepened

rock-faces near Garchory, at Skellater, and elsewhere. It has been

pointed out (p. 66) that only along the reaches of the Don above

Candacraig does bare rock become conspicuous on the valley walls.

These facts, together with the occurrence of large moraines at Pold-

hulie and thick gravels (overwash deposits) about Bellabeg and

Invernochty (where they rise fifty to sixty feet above the river), lead me
to think that here we have the limit to which the valley glacier ex-

tended. Compared with the Dee glacier, it was a feeble affair.'

VI. River Terraces.

The retreat of the ice-sheet left the river valleys of Scotland filled

to a greater or less depth with boulder clay and fluvio-glacial deposits.

^ Raised Beaches (of which two are mapped near Donmouth on Sheet 7 7) might

have received treatment here. The late Dr. T. F. Jamieson, however, doubts {Geo-

logical Magazine, 1906: "Raised Beaches of Scotland") the existence in North-East

Scotland of more than one, viz. the lowest, eight to ten feet above present sea level. Re-

investigation of the supposed raised beaches of the whole region seems desirable in view

of Dr. Jamieson's scepticism, for no man's opinion is entitled to more respect than his.

Personally, I see no reason to regard as a raised beach that mapped to the south of

Balgownie gorge.

il
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While in the main the pre-glacial valleys have guided the post-glacial

drainage seaward, our rivers (as we have seen in the case of the Don)
have by no means followed precisely their former stream lines. For

the most part they are still engaged in the task of clearing out the

glacial debris that cumbers their old valleys. To this latter fact are

due the river terraces that add so much beauty and variety to valley

landscapes.

No standard text-book
^

gives any account of the process by which

rivers terrace their valleys that will appeal to and enlighten the under-

standing of the uninitiated. No apology, therefore, is required for

giving a short account of terrace formation as introduction to what

is to be said of the terraces and allied phenomena along the course of

the Don.

A. Rive?' Planation or the Formation of Alluvial Flats.

A perfectly straight river, if such could be found, would erode only

vertically : its valley would be widened by weathering, but no terraces

of the kind we call river terraces could be formed along its sides. Only

a winding river can, as a natural result of its degrading action, terrace

its valley.

If its banks offer less resistance at one point than elsewhere, a

stream will cut in at that point and form a curve. The current sweep-

ing round this curve will be deflected against a point on the opposite

^ The most instructive papers on river terraces are those by Miller {Proceedings

of the Royal Physical Society of Edinburgh, 1881-83), Davis [Geographical Essays,
" River Terraces in New England "), and C. B. Brown (Quarterly Journal of the Geo-

logical Society, vol. 35). The first is a most luminous essay, with a history of previous

opinion and references to papers by other authors : the second treats mainly of defended

terraces.

The exposition of terrace formation here given is intended to apply primarily and

chiefly to the terraces of a recently glaciated country such as our own
; and the clas-

sification of terraces adopted is essentially that given by Miller {of. cit. sup.), which he

in turn borrowed from Hitchcock (" Illustrations of Surface Geology, Smithsonian

Contributions to Knowledge, 1875). Hitchcock is strong in classification but makes little

attempt at explanation.
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bank lower down : it will eat in there and form another curve, from

which the force of the stream will be directed against a second point in

the other bank, and so on. Thus curves propagate themselves down

stream
;
and a river erodes laterally by eating into its banks as well as

vertically by cutting down its bed.

Fig. 51—Diagrams shewing how a Meander erodes the Bluff deposits on the Spur.

Stippling shews alluvium recently added to the Spur.

As it enters a loop, the thread of fastest current leaves its mid-

stream position and impinges upon the outer, concave bank. Along
this it is deflected

; but, when it passes into the tangent between two

curves, it gradually resumes a mid-stream position and on entering the

next bend crosses over to the opposite bank to be again deflected.

The bank from a to a' (Fig. 5 1
)
is attacked and swept away ;

between

a and a', also, the river-bed experiences strong erosion, and a "
deflec-

tion pool
"

is formed.

Not only is the water as a whole deflected around a bend by the

higher, outer, concave bank (bluff) ;
but between a and a' undercurrents

are set up which pass obliquely across stream towards the lower, inner,

convex bank (spur).

Part of the material eroded from the bluff may be borne down

stream in suspension, part may be too coarse to be moved, and part is

carried across by undercurrents and added to the spur, slightly further

down, as a crescentic strip. Erosion and deposition go on simul-

taneously ;
and the loop or meander becomes more pronounced, the
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end of the spur being built out as fast as the opposing bluff is eaten

away (Fig. 51, B).

At the same time the upstream side of the spur is slowly con-

sumed, and the loop moves downstream. In time the whole of each

of the spurs attacked by a meandering stream may be consumed, the

result being the formation of a valley floor—equal in breadth to the

meander belt and comparatively flat—the whole of which has been

worked over by the river, reduced in level, and coated with alluvium

(Fig- 52).

Fig. 52
—Diagram shewing how a Meandering River widens its Valley.

(After Prof. W. M. Davis)

The area covered by alluvium is stippled.

Thus by a process of planation there is produced a trough (whose

floor approximates to a plane), sunk below the original valley bottom
;

and the whole or part of it is liable to be flooded at times of high

water and to receive a dressing of flood loam. The nearer the river

is to base-level, the closer will the floor of this trough approximate to

a plane.
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We need not here consider the case of a river that from the out-

set has been eroding its bed in rock : we have to do with rivers that

began to work upon uncompacted and more or less readily eroded

material on the comparatively flat floors of well-opened valleys,

where they were from the first, particularly in their lower reaches,

able to swing freely from side to side. The history of our existing

river terraces and alluvial flats begins with the retreat of the

ice-sheet.

When the drift floor of its valley is wide in comparison with the

breadth of the meander belt, a river does not always work on the

same strip of valley floor. Just as individual meanders are constantly

changing their position, so the whole meander belt swings first to one

side, then to the other side of the valley. That this must be so is evi-

dent from the broad alluvial tracts along many rivers—far too broad

to have been formed by downstream sweeping of meanders alone,

apart from the swinging of the meander belt. In considering the

width of the alluvial deposits of a river we have therefore to

bear these two things in mind—(i) i/ie downstream sweeping of the

meanders, and (2) the swinging or wandering of the meander belt.

At A (Fig. 53 (i)) a river is beginning to swing in the direction

of the arrow. It reaches the opposite side of the valley at a lower

level, since it has been eroding vertically as well as laterally. While

the river was swinging from A to B (Fig. 53 (2)), many meanders

have swept down the valley leaving but faint traces of their individual

action. The sheet of alluvium between A and B is their joint pro-

duct : the materials composing it have been sorted and resorted many
times by the down-sweeping meanders—now deposited on the concave

side of some, now swept away and re-deposited on the opposite bank

of the river by others. But the meander belt gradually swung across

the valley, and the final result is a fairly uniform sheet of alluvium,

more or less of which may be submerged during floods.

II
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Fig. 53.
—Diagrams showing how a Swinging (Wandering) River terraces its Valley.
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B. Terrace- Formation.

I. Ordinary Lateral Terraces.

The process of planation described above may be repeated many
times. In Fig. 53 (3) the river has made a second cross-valley swing
and is about to begin a return swing. But C is not directly under A,

and part of the sheet of alluvium deposited during the first swing is

being left as a river (or alluvial) terrace. In Fig. 53 (4) and {5) other

swings are represented, each swing reaching not quite so far as the

preceding one
;
and we have two terraces on the east side of the

valley and two on the west side, none of the opposing terraces stand-

ing at the same height above the stream.

Each swing of the river tends to obliterate all traces of the work

of its predecessors. For instance, if (Fig. 53 (5)) the river were to

continue its eastward swing, it might undercut both terraces (Fig. 53

(6)) on the east side of the valley or only one of them. In the latter

case there would be a drop from the highest terrace right to the river,

and in the production of this drop four swings (or two double swings)

of the river would have shared. Most terraces of significant rise or

"step" are probably the result of more than one double swing and of

the destruction of several intermediate terraces.

Fig. 54—Diagram shewing incipient Terraces on the Flood-plain

of a River.

Let us suppose that the river in Fig. 54 has lately commenced to

swing to the east. Instead of sweeping along the base of the scarp

backing terrace i, the meanders now follow a track more to the east

and at a slighdy lower level—a level determined by the rate at which

the river is lowering its bed. Terrace may be a distance to be

measured in inches rather than in feet below the level of terrace \.
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Washing by rain and flood water and deposition of flood loam may
obliterate the scarp at the back of terrace 0, so that terraces i and

seem to be one. If the river continue its eastward swing, the same

process will be repeated many times ;
and the final result may be a

plane or terrace, i, sloping gently towards the river and of course

down the valley.

But if the scarps backing the incipient terraces are not quite ob-

literated, we shall find, as we traverse the ground between the river

and the scarp behind terrace i, a series of steps of small rise. The

space between each pair of faint scarps is as much a terrace as if the

rise were measured in feet instead of in inches. The tracing of

faintly marked terraces is likely to afford more information regarding

former movements of the river than the mapping of terraces of more

considerable rise.

A pretty strongly marked terrace may be left to indicate a pause

in the swinging of the meander belt
; but, if the river can wander un-

restrainedly from side to side of its valley, these and all previously

formed terraces (whether faintly or strongly marked) are liable to be

destroyed. Many instances might be cited of sections of river courses

bordered only by a first terrace, scarred by deserted channels and by

incipient terraces, all the older terraces having been consumed during

repeated swings of the river. This indeed ought to be the normal re-

sult in the case of a river able to swing without restraint.

This, too, ought to be an even commoner result in a narrow,

drift- floored valley in which the river meanders are of sufficient ampli-

tude to sweep from side to side (Fig. 52). But all the meanders that

sweep downstream past a given point are not of the same amplitude.

For some reason, e.g. increased resistance of the materials on which

they work, the meanders may become less pronounced : part of the

alluvium spread out when the meander belt was wider, the narrower

meander belt leaves on one side of the river or on both as terraces

(F"ig. 55). These may be destroyed by a future increase in the am-

plitude of the meanders, or by a shifting or wandering of the meander

belt (now rendered possible) without increased amplitude.
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Thus we see that swinging and meandering streams, as a natural

result of their degrading action, can form alluvial terraces: but all

previously deposited alluvium is liable to be swept away when they

can swing and meander without restraint.

Fig. 55.
—Diagram showing how a Meandering River terraces its Valley,

s = Sand and Gravel. b = Boulder Clay.

.^ ^= Terraces.

But the question of restraint is an important one. A river be-

ginning to work on a drift-floored valley can at first swing or meander

with comparative freedom
; but, as it cuts down nearer and nearer to

the pre-glacial floor, it is certain to encounter rock at many points on

one side or the other or on both. The rock thus encountered protects

any terrace previously formed behind it. .

Fig. 56.—^Terrace defended by Rock.

/ = Terrace. s = Scarp.

Cross-hatching = Rock.

Thus terrace /, defended by the rock cropping out at the base

of the scarp .? (Fig. 56), is safe from destruction until the river has cut

laterally into the rock a distance equal to the whole width of the terrace.

]t is never the case that a river with a tolerably wide valley in which
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to swing or meander makes more than a very feeble attack on rock

exposed on one of its banks : its meanders slip past the rock and assail

what yields more readily. Rock at the base of a blufffrequently causes

a flattening of the meander curve as it endeavours to slip past (Fig. 57).

"KDee

Fig. 57.—River Loop showing downstream Movement and Restraint by Rock and Boulder Clay.

Defended terraces like t (Fig. 56) are of frequent occurrence,

though slips and wash from the scarp above may mask the outcrop of

rock, especially after the river has swung away towards the other side

of the valley.

Rock revealed by lateral erosion will act as a restraint on the future

swinging and meandering of the river : if it be encountered on both

sides of the valley (as it will be in time), the width of the belt of swing-

ing or meandering will be greatly diminished (Fig. 58) ;
and terraces,

commensurate in size with the extent of the restraining ledges, will be

left facing each other across the valley.

Generally speaking our river valleys are floored by (Fig. 53) :
—

(i) A sheet of fluvio-glacial sands and gravels spread out as valley

trains of outwash from the front of the retreating ice
;

(2) A variable thickness of boulder clay ;

(3) The rock of the pre-glacial valley modified by glacial erosion.

Of these (i) and (2) may be absent locally.
^

* A post-glacial river, in the course of cutting down its bed, may find itself

superposed on rock ; or it may be superposed on rock from the first. At such points it

has to spend practically its whole energy in vertical erosion and is restrained from swing-

ing or meandering, except in so far as it can cut laterally into the rock. Rock ter-

races (coated with alluvium) formed in this manner are of small extent and infrequent

occurrence in areas of hard crystalline rocks (cp. p. 102).
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In point of denudability boulder clay is intermediate between

sands or gravels and rock. Hence the free swinging and meandering
of a stream will be somewhat restrained once the sheet of fluvio-glacial

Fig. 58^Lateral Terraces of considerable longitudinal
Extent defended by Rock. (Sheet 85.)

' Note below junction of Avon and Livet an isolated

portion of a series of Junction Terraces.

R = rock. Broken Line = Old Track of Livet W.

t /V^i ^^-l-'vet W

material is cut through and boulder clay encountered. It is quite

common to find the alluvial flats or haughs along a river expanding and

contracting according as they are cut in fine sand and small gravel or

in coarse gravel and boulder clay. Where the higher terraces are more

than usually extensive, they were formed before the river was restrained

either by boulder clay or by rock : in such cases a line of small springs

may be detected, particularly in wet seasons, emerging along the

junction line between the boulder clay and the overlying sands in scarps

backing the lower terraces.

It is to the restraint imposed by rock and boulder clay that the

preservation of the vast majority of our ordinary lateral terraces seems

to be due.
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2. Amphitheatre Terraces.

Besides those shifting meanders whose movements can be traced

by indications on the ground or even by a comparison of different editions

of the maps of the district, there are others that may be termed persis-

tent bends.^

A persistent bend, because of some restraint not always easy to

determine (Fig. 59), maintains its position for a considerable time, i.e.

there is little down-valley sweeping ;
but it continues to work into the

bank on its convex side. When this bank is composed of tough boulder

clay, it is probably the resistance offered by it that hinders the down-

valley movement of the bend (Fig. 60). The presence of rock is doubt-

less the cause of the persistence of a bend in which it appears on the

up-valley side of the spur (Fig. 61).

To the spur on the inner or concave side of the bend, additions are

made that may be compared to toe-cappings ;^ but, if the river simply

cut outward and downward, the sloping spur cannot be terraced (Fig.

63).
" The line of weakness between the capping and the body of the

foot is liable to be used in tioods as a secondary channel, the cap being
then turned temporarily into an island. . . . The water that is turned

into this secondary channel is not entirely inactive. In most cases . . .

it is thrown in splitting off from the main channel against the opposite,

i.e. the inner or alluvial, bank of the secondary one. In this and other

ways small reversed shifting bends are set up and work their way along
that side . . . and readily form a scar

;
and thus, flood after flood,

... is etched out a step or . . . terrace. . . . When the main

channel, with its enlarging circuit, has progressed to a greater distance

and lower level ... it [the terrace and channel in front of
it] is left

' The most truly persistent bends are those that lie entirely on rock
; but see

note, p. 92.
^ On the south bank of the Dee, between Deecastle and Corntulloch (Dinnet),

the growth of a spur by addition of successive "
toe-cappings

"
is beautifully illustrated.

A high bluff of stony boulder clay on the convex side of the river bend has supplied

material for the building of the spur.

12

V
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high and dry."
^ Thus the sloping surface of the spur becomes benched

(Fig. 64), and the benches are called amphitheatre terraces. They
differ from other terraces in being, on the whole, convex towards the

river (Y'\^?,. 59-62, 65, 66).

Other ways in which " reversed shifting bends are set up
"
may be

suggested.

(i) If the material eroded from the convex side of the bend be

coarse, the cross-stream deflection currents are unable to carry it right

to the other (concave) side and a gravel bar forms. The current, even

in ordinary states of the river, is split by this bar and one part directed

against the alluvium already added to the spur,
"
etching out a step or

terrace" (Fig. 59(1)).

(2) If in sweeping around the bend, with ever-enlarging circuit,

the river encounter on its outer side some special resistance, for example
a particularly bouldery bit of boulder clay, a secondary bend will be set

up ;
and the whole force of the current will for a time be directed against

the alluvial spur. In this case erosion will form a terrace with com-

parative rapidity. When the obstacle responsible for the formation of

the secondary bend is removed, the river sweeps round the bend in an

even curve as before. Recurrences of this condition lead to the bench-

ing or terracing of the spur. (P*ig. 65).

When a spur of rock is encountered on the convex side of a per-

sistent bend, that bend, unless it is able to slip past the obstruction, will

be divided into two persistent bends, each with amphitheatre terraces

(Fig. 66).

The most persistent of all bends are those whose upper and lower

ends have become fixed in rock : such bends are practically permanent ;

'

Miller, Proceedings of the Royal Physical Soc. of Edinburgh, Vol. VII, 1881-83.
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and, when they are of long standing, we may look within them for the

finest series of amphitheatre terraces (Figs. 19, 20, 22).

Fig. 65— Persistent Bend with temporary Secondary Bend. Successive Stages.
* = Specially resistant boulder clay.

Fig. 66.—Amphitheatre Terraces in Persistent Bends of R. Spey (Sheet 85). The most westerly

bend in consequence of encountering rock at R" R" has been divided into two persistent bends.

While amphitheatre terraces are, on the whole, convex towards

the river,^ the curve of the front margin of all or nearly all is distinctly

indented by a reverse cwz'e (Figs. 59-62, 65, 66). This proves the

correctness of the explanation given of their origin by Hugh Miller,

though he does not himself advance this fact in support of his theory.

' The highest terraces of a series on the spur within a persistent bend may not

exhibit this peculiarity : they frequently seem to belong to the class called ordinary

lateral terraces, i.e. when they were formed, there was no persistent bend at the point

in question (Fig. 60).
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Glacis terraces, some of which belong here, will be discussed later

(P- 97)-

3. Junction Terraces.

In the slack water where two rivers meet, gravel and sand

accumulate and push the point of junction down the valley. As the

rivers sink their channels deeper, they are apt to cut into what lies in

the angle between them and form a new haugh at a lower level than

the first.
"
By these means a whole succession of terraces, more or

less prowlike in profile, may stand above one another."^

It may be added that, should the peninsula or "prow
"
between

the two streams be attacked some distance above its downstream

end by a pronounced bend of one or both rivers, it may be partially

or wholly cut through. If only partially severed, the part below the

point of attack
(if that has proceeded far enough) will be connected

with the rest by a low saddle (Fig. 41) : if wholly, the part below the

point of attack will be isolated from the rest (usually) by the channel

of the smaller of the rivers. For the larger, having (usually) the lo.wer

gradient, will naturally annex its neighbour, since it can offer the latter

an easier route towards the sea (Fig. 58).

4. Paired Terraces.

Paired terraces, i.e. terraces that are vis-a-vis and of equal

elevation above the river, are of infrequent occurrence in the river

valleys of Scotland and are not, like those hitherto considered, a

natural resjdt of the degrading action of streams.

(i) Fan Terraces.—The manner in which alluvial fans are built

up is well known. But the river that has built a fan may, at a

later stage in its life, proceed to dissect it.

(a) When building the fan, the river brings down more sediment

than it can transport seaward. Let the load of sediment be diminished

and the river erodes where formerly it deposited :

^
the fan is separated

into two wings with the river trough between.

{b) Cutting down of the river bed above the apex of the fan en-

^
Miller, op. cit. sup., pp. 287-8. ^See p. 41.
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tails, as a necessary consequence, readjustment of level where the

stream flows over the fan
;
and erosion takes place where formerly

deposition was in progress.

The wings of a fan dissected in either of these two ways will

appear as lateral terraces, vis-a-vis and of equal elevation above the

stream.

Within the river trough in a dissected fan another fan may be

deposited, to be similarly dissected later on : but, as the river-channel

becomes graded throughout, only ordinary terraces will be formed

where the river intersects the fan (or fans). These terraces will

naturally not have the same downstream slope as the surface of the

fan.

(2) Terraces due to Aggradation [Alluviation)followed by Degra-
dation.-—When rivers began to flow after the passing away of the ice-

sheet, stretches of unusually low grade, due partly to glacial erosion,

partly to unequal distribution of glacial debris, must have been fairly

common. Along these stretches, the rivers proceeded to aggrade their

valley floors by depositing part of their load of sediment. The
material laid down in the process of aggradation is comparable to an

alluvial fan, and deposition is due to the same cause as deposition in

the building of a fan, viz. the checking of the current where the

gradient is diminished. The obliteration of a lake by river-borne

material is simply a case of aggradation.

Later, the deepening of the valley downstream from the aggraded
section allows the river to cut back and to erode where it formerly

deposited. If the whole of the material laid down during aggradation

be not consumed after degradation commences, strips of it remain

along the valley walls in the form of terraces. Such terraces need

not be backed by scarps due to erosion
;
for they are, like fan terraces,

purely
"
built terraces ". Among them pairs may be found that are

vis-a-vis, and these will be of equal elevation above the stream. This

is true only of the highest of the terraces : those formed solely by the

degrading action of the stream on the aggrading material will, when

vis-a-vis, stand at different levels (Fig. 53).
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Most of our Scottish terraces, are in a sense, the result of aggrada-
tion followed by degradation. But the aggrading material was glacial

stuff. Hence it is common to find flats, at considerable elevations above

a stream, that are sometimes regarded as river terraces when they are

really composed of fluvio-glacial materials or even of boulder clay (see

p. 1 13). Here the question arises—" Where and how are we to draw

the line between valley trains of overwash and alluvial material ?
"

It

is always difficult and frequently impossible to draw the line.

(3) Terraces Due to Uplift of the Land.—Near its mouth a large

river may wander sluggishly over a broad, practically level flood-plain.

If now it be rejuvenated by elevation of the land, it will at once begin

vigorously to deepen its valley, the deepening commencing at the sea-

board and travelling inland. Here, again, unless the whole of the

former flood-plain be consumed, we may have paired terraces, vis-a-vis

and of equal elevation above the river
;
but they will be backed by the

scarps that rose above the old flood-plain (if these have not been obliter-

ated already by weathering).

If before uplift the river formed a delta, the delta will be dissected

just like an alluvial fan
(p. 93) ;

and delta terraces, exactly similar in

nature and origin to fan terraces, will be produced.

In the valley of a river which towards its mouth is superposed on

rock for considerable distances or at several points, elevation of the land

cannot be responsible for the formation of paired terraces far in the in-

terior of the country. Erosion of rock is so slow a process that the effect

of elevation will, in all probability, exhaust itself at the first rock-bar
;

and its only effect above that point will be, by lowering the base-level,

toprolong theperiod during which theformation ofnew terraces ispossible.

The theory that river terraces were the result of rivers
"
falling from

level to level as the land rose," is not quite dead. It is probably re-

sponsible for the diagrams of river terraces which exhibit them arranged

in pairs that are opposite and of equal elevation, and for the persistency

with which the older Survey Maps show only three terraces (cp. twenty-

five-foot, fifty-foot, and a hundred-foot raised beaches) where in some

cases as many as six or seven can be made out.
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C. Cut-offs and Severed Spurs.

A terracing river gradually degrades its valley and works down

nearer and nearer to base-level, below which it can degrade no farther.

As this limit is approached, degradation proceeds at a slower and slower

rate : the difference in the levels at which the river makes successive

swings against, say, the east side of its valley gradually diminishes.

The river works more and more in resorting its own deposits and

spreading them out into a flatter and flatter flood-plain. When this

stage of river-development is reached, conditions are most favourable

^

Tto fe?- A "K'VGl 'J)e-r\a Vclwee-r\ K>-rv«Uie '"jKl'in^o-tt

for wandering and the formation of pronounced meanders : the fine

materials of the flood-plain are easily eroded, the gradient of the river

is low, its current is sluggish and readily turned by slight variations in

the resistance of the banks.

When, on a well-developed flood-plain, a meander becomes very

pronounced as in Fig. 67, the neck of the spur may be cut through.

Both channels, aand b, may for a time continue in use : but, in ordinary
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States of the river, a is occupied by water that is practically stagnant ;

and its ends tend to become silted up, though one or both may long
remain open, probably owing to scour in times of flood. When they
are finally sealed, we have a cut-off. Cut-offs may or may not contain

standing water : when they do, they receive the names of mortlake,

aigue niorte, ox-hoiu lake or bayou. The deepest part of such lakes is

formed by what was the deflection pool (p. 79) around the convex side

of the old river loop.

Many cut-offs on alluvial flats are not produced by the severing of

spurs at points where they have become extremely attenuated. When
a river overspreads its banks during floods, the current naturally is

strongest where the volume of water is greatest, i.e. in the line of the

ordinary channel. But the effect of inertia is such that the line of

fastest current disregards minor bends in the low-water channel, and

moves across the necks of the spurs : the river may short-circuit itself

permanently by adopting a channel eroded in times of flood along this

line of fastest current. The first stage in the short-circuiting process

is illustrated in Fig. 68.

Severed spurs [s. Fig. 67) may be of any height above the stream,

from a few feet up to many feet
;
for the flood plain is increased at the

expense of terraces previously formed, and even the rock of the valley

walls may be attacked. But even when severed spurs are of consider-

able height, they are usually capped by remnants of some of the higher
terraces.

It must not be supposed that pronounced meanders and cut-offs

are confined to the flood-plains of streams of a certain gradient. A
well-developed flood-plain and serpentine meanders may be associated

with a tolerably high gradient when the volume of the stream is com-

paratively small and the materials on which it works rather coarse (e.g.

River Feugh near Strachan. See also p. 72).

Glacis Terraces.

These are terraces that slope away from the river bank. They
are described by Miller under amphitheatre terraces, but they are by no

means peculiar to that group.
13
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(a) The secondary channels or reversed bends that form amphi-
theatre terraces may cut downwards as well as outwards into the spur.

When the main channel reaches too low a level for the secondary
channel to be able to act, a glacis terrace is left (Fig. 69).

{d) When a river shortens its course by a cut-off, the severed spur,

if previously forming part of the flood plain, will have a slope away from

the bank of the new channel. The spur s. (Fig. 67) was formed by
the outward and downward cutting of the river, and its surface slopes

in the direction of the arrow.

(c) The natural levees built by the Mississippi and many other

rivers
' cause the flood plains of these rivers to slope away from the

banks for some distance. Few instances can be cited in which our

northern rivers have undoubtedly formed glacis terraces in this way.
The Ythan, above the point where it is crossed by the road to Mill of

Tifty, follows a corrected course but has built natural levees. Con-

siderable stretches of water continue to lie between these levees and

the valley walls for days after the river has subsided from flood level

(Cp. Fig. 49, p. 74).

In a study of the rivers of the North-East of Scotland, I have found

terraces that have the glacis form throughout their whole extent to be

rather rare and of small size. It is, however, quite common to find

portions of what can be considered as only one terrace with a slope

away from the river bank : an abandoned channel (secondary or not)

can in every case be traced along the back margin of the glacis part.

A good example occurs on the south side of the Dee between the old

Bridge of Dee and Craiginches. Here, upon the "
first

"
terrace, two

deserted (secondary, flood-water ?) channels can be traced : the two

'

Geikie, Text-hook of Geologj,' ; Russell, River Development, etc.
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parts of the terrace between these and the river have the slopes indicated

by arrows in Fig. 70. A lower glacis terrace is in course of formation

-R.Dee

"BtUoc
•-jXee

at a : the secondary channel in this case functions only during high-
water.

D. Terraces Other Than River Terraces.

There are various kinds of terraces besides river terraces
; but,

generally speaking, they have distinctive features that enable one to

decide what was their mode of origin. Of these we need only refer to

those formed along the margin of a glacier or of a piece of dead ice :

like river terraces they are produced by the action of running water.

(i) The terraces formed by meltwater flowing along the margin of

a glacier are what I have called
" washed or stratified lateral moraine ".

^

Where several of these are found together, they rarely agree in gradient

with each other or with the undoubted river terraces below them, though
all slope down valley. Very frequently, too, they terminate abruptly at

their lower ends in overflow channels which turn off towards the bottom

of the valley with steeper gradients than the terraces themselves. A
most conspicuous example of this kind of terrace is the great washed

lateral moraine on the flanks of Culblean, terminating eastward in the

huge overflow channel of Burn o' Vat.' Quite a number can be seen

on the north side of the Dee valley between Mannofield and Bieldside.''

The high terraces on the Spey at and above Boat of Garten, described

by Mr. Hinxman,^ are of this nature.

^Physical Geology of the Dee Valley, p. 38, Fig 12.

2
Op. at., pp. 42, 52-54.

a
Of. cit.. Fig. 12 (D).

* Sum. Frog. Geol. Survey, 1897, p. 149. See also Fig. 25 above.
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When these terraces stand at low elevations, they are apt to be

mistaken for river terraces, e.g. about Bieldside and Cults.

(2) Terraces formed of materials washed against the edge of a

piece of dead ice have been called "kame terraces," but it is better to

avoid the use of that much-abused term,
" kame".* They, too, have a

down-valley slope and can be distinguished from river terraces by their

associations: from "washed lateral moraine" they are less easy to

distinguish, for it is difficult to decide whether the ice in connexion

with which they were formed was dead or not.

To this second class probably belongs a beautiful terrace near

West Cividly (Fig. 28) : it lies east of the farm, on the north side of the

marginal channel.

River Terraces, &c. , 0/ the Don 'Basin.

Donmouth -
to Cothal Mills.

Above the rock gorge at Balgownie, in surroundings rich in

historical associations and of great natural beauty, there is a fine meander
—

very pronounced, yet not nearly so much so as when the Don circled

round Seaton Haugh (Fig. 19). This haugh is a severed spur rising

only a few feet above the deserted river channel. . The spur had been

narrowed, previous to its severance, by attack of the river on its down-

stream as well as on its upstream side : the bluff against which the

lower limb of the meander impinged is seen near the mill (Kettock's

Mill).

The pronounced nature of this old loop, the flatness of the haugh,

^Gregory, GeographicalJournal, Augnst, 191 2.

^ It seems highly probable that the Don once entered the sea as far south, at least,

as opposite the Broadhill ;
and that the channel of the Tile Burn, now (to the delight

of the golfer and the disgust of the botanist) covered in, formed part of its former bed.

An exactly similar change, though in the opposite direction, has taken place at the

mouth of the North Esk. The long-shore drift of sand would naturally tend to shift

the outlet of the Don southward. Sand is constantly accumulating on the north side

of the present mouth (see old and new editions of 6" O. S. maps) : only the scour

consequent on the artificial constriction of the existing outlet has prevented serious

changes in times of storm and flood.
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and the slight difference in level between it and the old river bed

combine to prove that, while the river was cutting outward at the

elbow of the bend, vertical erosion was proceeding very slowly, i.e. the

river was then nearer its base level than it is now. Can the production

of this pronounced meander be assigned to the period when the lowest

of our raised beaches was being formed and the base level was eight

to ten feet higher
^ than it is now ?

The terrace marked 2 shows that the river has shortened its course

a second time since the levelling of Seaton Haugh. Most likely short-

circuiting has taken place many times during the history of this meander,

though we have clear evidence of only two instances.

Terrace i, near the mill, is a beautiful illustration of deposition on

the concave side of a meander. The presence of a fragment of first

terrace on the south side of the river, just below the weir, is probably

due to human interference.

The amphitheatre terraces on the spur south of Balgownie Lodge
show how persistent has been this bend of the river : they form a series

from over eighty feet above O. D. down to the present river level.

Though less sharply cut than many others of a like nature, they can

be made out by careful examination.

In the upstream half of the meander the Don has had little lateral

play : the steep sides of its valley are here composed of tough boulder

clay and coarse glacial gravels with large boulders (p. 25).

From the upper end of the Balgownie meander as far as Persley

Den and Woodside House, we have a fine example of an open reach.

Though from Woodside Works downwards the river now follows the

base of a boulder clay bluff, planation seems to have operated chiefly on

glacial sands and gravels. Along this reach we find three very distinct

low-level terraces, the highest about 20 feet above the river : no vestige

of the older and higher terraces remains (p. 85).

At Persley Den and Mugiemoss and again at Stoneywood the

river is now fixed in rock {Figs. 20, 22). Between these points are

two persistent, practically permanent bends v/ith amphitheatre terraces

' T. F. Janiieson, Geol. Mag., 1906.
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It will be noted that the lower terraces are of greater superficial extent

than the higher. This state of things may be due to the fact that the

lower the river cut into the rocky spurs of the pre-glacial valley wall

the greater was the amount of rock to be removed, the slower was the

rate of vertical erosion, and the more time did the river have to widen

its valley above the rock-bars. On the other hand it has to be re

membered that the younger terraces are formed largely at the expense

of the older, though this is less true of amphitheatre terraces than of

the ordinary lateral type.

The highest terraces at Mugiemoss and Stoneywood were

formed before the river became fixed in rock (Fig. 22
; cp. p. 92,

note).

Below the upper weir at Mugiemoss many large boulders, one

particularly so, lie in the bed of the Don : they rest where they do be-

cause the boulder clay in which they were originally imbedded has

been washed away (p. 91).

From Stoneywood to below Parkhill the river is hemmed in by

steep banks of boulder clay, and the alluvial fiat is comparatively
narrow {p. 88).

Below Bridge of Dyce, in the grounds of Parkhill House, are

wide terraces (first and second).

Between Bridge of Dyce and Dyce Parish Church there occur

on the north side of the river two large mounds that are evidently
severed spurs : abandoned channels can be traced around them.

At and near Cothal Mills the river is on rock (p. 30), and here

may be seen several examples of terraces cut in rock : they are of

small extent and of course coated with alluvium (p. 87, note).

Cothal Mills to Kintore.

The alluvial deposits of this section of the valley are far wider

than the meander belt, and must have been spread out by repeated

swinging or wandering of the river and its meanders (pp. 81-85).

Interesting evidence of wandering is afforded by a comparison of

the present course of the river with the boundary between the parishes
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of Dyce and Fintray. The parish boundary followed, as can be

proved by examination of the ground, the course of a very marked

meander, convex towards the south
;
a cut-off was formed, and since

then the river has swung off towards the north. Instead of wasting

the southern valley wall, as it did at the time the parish boundary was

fixed, it is now attacking the opposite side of the valley.

Other interesting changes in the river's course can be traced

upon the alluvial flats, and detailed mapping on the six-inch scale

should enable one to trace with some precision many of the past

movements of the river. The one-inch Geological Survey maps,

mainly on account of the small scale, are defective, not to say mislead-

ing. The terraces mapped on Sheet
']']

do not join on to those

mapped on Sheet 76 : the error is in the latter.

The Kintore district (Fig. 27) is a most interesting one, and

offers a rich field for a study of the phenomena of river action.

The cut-offs, complete and incomplete, are striking, as will be

seen from the map.'

The great fluvio-glacial fan (p. 40) has been truncated by the

river terraces : it rises along its present margin fifty feet above the

river. Originally it must have stretched far—if not quite
—across the

Don Valley. The phenomena displayed in connexion with the bisec-

tion (p. 41) and the truncation of this fan are illustrated in the dia-

gram (Fig. 71). Along its south margin there is an erosion scarp,

indicated by the continuous line in Fig. 27 and in Fig. 71 by hachures.

.Since a fan is the result of deposition, a scarp is not a necessary, or

indeed a common, accompaniment of its formation. Where it appears
in this instance, free fan formation was restrained by boulder clay slopes

into which a stream of meltwater cut during the building of the fan.

1 The Tuach Burn, south of Kintore Station and west of the railway, affords a

capital example, on a small scale, of " entrenched meanders "
(Davis, Geograph. Essays,

XXII, pp. 591-2; Physical Geography). The stream had originally meandered on

the second terrace when that was yet the flood plain of the Don. As the Don

lowered its bed, the Tuach endeavoured to keep pace with it and sank its loops deep
into the second terrace, the back margin of which it follows.
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Near Kintore the railway runs for two miles along the second

terrace. As far as I have been able to discover, this is not a de-

fended terrace (p. 86). It is curious to note how nearly its upstream
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portion (where it fringes the northern wing of the fan) has been con-

sumed by the river (p. 85).

The fan merges northward into a high terrace with an elevation

of rather over 200 feet above the sea : the latter extends continuously,

except where breached by small tributaries of the Don, as far as Port

Elphinstone. Plastered against the opposite side of the valley can be

seen portions of the same deposit as forms this terrace
;
but nowhere

are they of sufficient extent to be mapped : they have been greatly

denuded by the river and by temporary runlets in time of rain.^

Inverurie District.

The burgh of Inverurie is represented on Sheet 76 as standing

on a wide-spreading "third" terrace. From the point where the Don

issues from a contracted portion of its valley (p. 36), some half mile

above Inverurie Bridge, this terrace slopes away northward and north-

eastward towards the Ury, descending from over 230 feet at the

"gate" to 200 feet west of the Townhouse. A similar terrace falls

away from the gate south-eastward almost to the southern edge of the

map (Fig. ']'^, where it merges imperceptibly into the terrace men-

tioned as extending north from the Kintore fan.

The slope of this "third" terrace is considerably greater than

that of the adjoining first and second terraces and of the river bed.

These facts can receive only one explanation—that we have here to do

not with ordinary lateral terraces, but with the wings of a great alluvial

fan (p. 93).

' It has been pointed out (p. 35) that from Cothal to Kintore the Don is en-

gaged in re-sorting its own deposits. During the dry weather of 1913, particularly

during the autumn, it was possible to examine the actual bed of the river at different

points. At every one of these it was found that from about the lowest low-water level

the channel is being eroded in boulder clay. This no doubt acts as a restraint and

checks meandering, for it is rather remarkable that the most pronounced meanders

occur not where the gradient is lowest, but near Kintore where the gradient is con-

siderably higher. Above Kintore, again, judging by the character of the material in

the bed of the river, one is safe to infer that boulder clay is encountered at numerous

points.

14
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On the recession of the ice-sheet, the relatively high grade valley

of the Don above Inverurie was blocked with boulder clay of consider-

able depth (p. 36) : along the Don and Ury valleys near Inverurie

Fio. 73.
—Map of the Don and Ury

near their Junction (3" = i mile).
Fan Terraces and ordinary River
Terraces are shown.
Dotted Line = Municipal and

Parliamentary Boundary of

Inverurie where it deviates from
the present course of the Ury.
Broken Line = Roman Road.

different conditions prevailed (pp. 24, 25; Figs. 17, 18). The Don,

flowing from its high grade valley, deposited much of the debris brought
from the west as an alluvial fan around the "gate

"
from which it emerged
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upon the low grade valley north and south of Inverurie. In all prob-

ability fan-formation commenced as sOon as the ice retired beyond the

west margin of the map (Fig. Jt,), so that the fan is partly tluvio-glacial

in origin and may (like the Kintore fan) be entirely so.'

Sections are not very numerous
;
but every section, whether in

coarse material or in fine, shows strong current lamination, indicating

currents varying in strength and direction. In a sandpit at Port

Elphinstone a good example of contemporaneous erosion was to be

seen some time ago, twenty feet below the surface.

The Kintore fan partially blocked the valley : the Inverurie fan

acted in a similar manner : above each the flow of the rivers would at

least be checked. Between Cairnhall (north of Kintore) and the

junction of the Lochter Burn with the Dry, there must have been con-

siderable stretches of practically stagnant water, comparable to Loch

Insch above the fan of the Feshie in Strathspey.

The terrace between the two fans (from Broomend to Cairnhall)

is remarkably like a lake terrace : for a mile and a quarter it is practi-

cally horizontal, and it is composed of fine materials. An interesting

section in current-bedded, fine-grained sands may be seen between

Thainston Lodge and Boat of Thainston. There is no scarp backing

this terrace, so that, if it is not a lake terrace, it must be the result of

aggradation by the river.

In favour of the lake theory, we have the horizontality of the

Broomend-Cairnhall terrace : against it and in favour of aggradation,

we have at Port Elphinstone contemporaneous erosion at a level of 180

to 185 feet above O. D., and the strong current-lamination visible in

every section.

The barrier that held up any lake which may have existed below

Inverurie, or that checked the current of the Don and caused it to ag-

grade, must have been the great Kintore fan.

Closer scrutiny of the ground and the opening of new sections may
throw further light on the origin of the surface deposits in this district.

1 In support of this view it may be stated that a large proportion of the sands and

gravels are granitic and were probably scoured by ice from the Bennachie granite mass.
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Meanwhile one can at least be sure that the lake did not rise more

than a few feet above the 200 feet level. A great part of the Inverurie

fan rose, and still rises, above that level : within its limits, moreover, no

section shoivs any trace of the bedding characteristic of a delta built out

into a lake.

Apart from its bisection by the present river trough, the Inverurie

fan is no longer perfect in form : both wings have been subjected to

erosion by the Don. On the southern wing erosion has operated at

different levels, e.g". on the site of the higher part of Port Elphinstone

village. A curious water-eroded channel lies west of the Townhouse

(Fig. 73)
^

: it slopes towards the north, and at the time of its formation

the Don clearly flowed in that direction.''

A great part of the base of the fan has been removed or worked

over by the Ury, witness the terraces in and to the east of Inverurie,

and by the Don. The Bass, an isolated portion of it, consisting of

current bedded sands and gravels, stands far out on the alluvial flats

and reaches an elevation of about 220 feet. The elevation of the Bass

and its position so far towards the east side of the valley show that at

one time the fan probably extended right across to Keithhall.

Opposite Inverurie the Ury is an excellent example of a river whose

valley has been terraced not by the downstream sweeping of meanders

but by swinging : the area worked over by the river is five or six times

as wide as the meander belt.

Some parts of the second terrace ot the Ury have been spared

in a curious manner, e.g. the spur east of the parish church (« in

Fig- n\
Many meanders must have swept the base of the great semicircular

scarp in front of the second terrace and north of the spur just mentioned,

before the river swung away towards the opposite side of its valley. It

^

Along the boundary of the fan, west of Inverurie, there is no erosion scarp ex-

cept where the surface of the fan intersects a low boulder clay drum (Fig. 73,
" Boulder

Clay ").

^The fan may be composite, i.e. there may have been repeated formation of new

fans within the wings of the old (p. 94).
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has left patent record of easterly movement in the cut-off north of a, and

no single meander could have produced the wide curve of the scarp.

It will be noticed that at one point (immediately south of a) the

Ury is attacking the second terrace. That its attack is meanwhile

specially vigorous is shown by the number of trees that have been under-

mined and have toppled over towards the river. But the meander

Plate I.—The Bass of Inverurie.

which is now wasting the base of the bluff will sooner or later, and

sooner rather than later, be withdrawn, leaving a cut-off. Since the

date of the first edition of the Ordnance Survey Map the neck of the

spur b (Fig. jt,) has been reduced in width by more than half, the

meander has become more pronounced, and several islands have ap-

peared in its upstream half: the severing of the spur is imminent.
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The Bass, with the adjacent Little Bass (Plate I), is a beautiful

example of a severed spur. But the Bass (220 feet) rises thirty feet

above the Little Bass. The former, therefore, was an isolated mound

long before its neighbour was in existence : the sparing of a remnant of

the old alluvium for a period so prolonged
—the Bass rises fifty feet

above the Ury—is an apt illustration of the tendency of two rivers to

keep clear of what lies in the angle between them near their point of

junction. The Bass is now defended from encroachment on the part of

the Ury by the boulder clay that appears in the banks and bed of the

river : the Don has removed to a considerable distance, and its point

of junction with the Ury is still farther away (cp. Fig. 73, a).

RA'iN

Fig. 73a.
—Junction Terraces, Ury and Lochter.

It is perhaps impossible to say whether the Bass and Little Bass

have been disjoined from the high-level alluvium to the east or from

that to the west. Had the spur, a, been completely severed, the same

difficulty would have presented itself with regard to it. In any case

they form a severed spur : their regular shape is the result of circum-

denudation, aided by the hand of man.

The gap which completes the conical form of the Bass was made

in 1883, no doubt as an "
improvement," when the burying-ground was

laid out. Before 1883 the Bass and Little Bass had a configuration

that would have fitted them admirably for utilization as the site of an

early feudal castle (wooden) of the
" mount and bailey

"

type, the former

being the (natural) mount, the latter the bailey. The steepness of the
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sides of both mount and bailey would have rendered a moat unnecessiiry :

on the north side the Ury formed a natural moat. A stockade at the

bottom and another at the top of the slope would have been sufficiently

formidable defences.'

If the line of the Roman road is correctly indicated on the Ordin-

nance Maps, the Don must have changed its course considerably since

the time of Severus.

The deviation of the Municipal and Parliamentary Boundary of

Inverurie from the present track of the Ury without doubt indicates

past changes in the course of that river : the dotted lines on the map

(Fig. ^2)) follow deserted channels (cut-offs).

But evidence of alteration of course is not confined to the instances

referred to here, and no better field for the study of the physiography

of rivers is to be found in the North-East of Scotland than the valley

of the Ury from Keithhall to Inveramsay.

Some of the more obvious defects in the mapping on Sheet 76 of

the terraces round Inverurie have been remedied in Fig. "j t, ;
but de-

tailed mapping would show a still larger number of terraces.

Inverurie to Fetternear.

In this stretch the river is restrained by rock at practically every

bend.

Opposite Burnhervie we find very clear evidence of the slow down-

stream sweeping of a persistent bend. The upstream end of the

amphitheatre terrace on which stands the farm of Blackhill is being
attacked by the river, and part has been swept away : from its down-

stream end the river has moved away, leaving a strip of first terrace

(Fig. 62 a).

The upstream side of the spur of first terrace at Ardtannes is being

slowly consumed, and the bend at this point will by and by slip past

the rock by which it is now restrained near Bruce's Cave.

'Dr. Davidson, Trans, of Aberdeen Philosophical Society, 1883-5; Earldom of

the Garioch.
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Kenmay Basin.

The wide stretch of alluvium above Kemnay Bridge has been re-

ferred to on pp. 36, 37 : only some of the terraces are shown on Sheet 76.

Plate II.—The Don above Inverurie Bridge.

A comparison of the first Six-inch Ordinance Survey Map of the

river at the bends near Kemhill and Boatley with the revised edition

of the same map will disclose some interesting changes
—outward cutting

at persistent bends, abandonment of secondary channels, etc.

A Iford Basin.

The first result of a close examination of the deposits round Alford

mapped as alluvium on Sheet 76 was the lopping off from the south
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side of the area of some two square miles, within which nothing but

boulder clay was found or was known to occur (Figs. 74, 75).

Fig. 75.—River Terraces near Alford as they are.

15
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On the north side of the area, within the policies of Whitehaugh

House, another considerable stretch was discovered that could not be

mapped as river terrace {Mgs. 75, 76).

Between Montgarrie Village and Whitehaugh House there is an

amazing complex of water-eroded channels, which, so small was their

elevation above the river, one hesitated to class as overflow channels
;

but that they (in part) prove to be. They are shown in Fig. 76.

As the ice-level in the Alford Basin gradually sank, the marginal

drainage sought lower and lower levels. When the edge of the ice

stood at 500 feet near Montgarrie, the channel at Whitehouse Farm

was in operation : gradual shrinkage brought into use the channel x'x,

and finally the channel y'y. Channels x' and y seem for a time to

have formed one. Temple Glen appears to have functioned as the

down-valley continuation of all these channels.

It looks as if the continuous hollow, formed by y'y and Temple
Glen, had been the early post-glacial channel of the Esset Burn. Con-

strained by the presence of ice, the Esset was directed eastward along

y'y and continued to follow that course for some time after the ice

receded or disappeared altogether. The Esset thus made a very pro-

nounced bend on the ground now occupied by Montgarrie Village.

Cutting outward at this bend, it shortened its course and entered the

Don pretty near where it now does. It spread out an alluvial fan, of

which the slope extending down to Druidsfield is the surviving half :

the other half has been removed by the Esset. The survival of the

eastern segment of the fan is due to the fact that its upstream end was

protected from attack by rock.

But there are further complications. A loop of the Don appears

to have broken into the early post-glacial channel of the Esset at sz.

Here there is a wide gap in the ridge that elsewhere separates the

channels we are considering from the alluvial flats to the south. The

Don thus came to occupy Temple Glen. In proof of this we have the

following facts :
—

(
I
) Temple Glen is much wider and deeper than the neighbouring

channels : it would fit the Don, which the others would not.
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(2) The floor of Temple Glen has a gradient corresponding

to that of the Don and markedly lower than that of the floors of

X or y.

(3) There is no change of slope where the bottom of the glen

merges into the (locally) highest alluvial terrace of the Don.

The inference, therefore, is that Temple Glen carried a much larger

body of water than its neighbours, and that that body of water was the

Don.

The early post-glacial Esset seems to have flowed along j/y and

joined the Don at the west end of the Temple Glen channel, for there

is no abrupt change of slope where the one channel merges into the

other. There is an abrupt drop of fifteen feet between a and b, indicat-

ing that X was deserted before Temple Glen was excavated to its present

depth.

The Mausoleum stands on an isolated knoll of rock. Rock also

appears at the points marked c
;
and elsewhere, judging by the soil, it

seems to be in place at no great depth below the surface.

The hillock south of the Mausoleum is a severed spur, isolated

when the Don abandoned (by a cut-off) the Temple Glen channel : it

seems not to be capped by alluvium (p. 97).

In the Haughton House policies, on the south side of the river,

occurs what is apparently another marginal channel (xx, Fig. "j"]).
Its

south bank varies in height from twenty to thirty feet : its north bank,

where there is one, is about half that height and is composed of boulder

clay.

This is a remarkable channel, dry except for the seepage from

its banks : its point of outlet is uncertain. The area between the points

marked c is almost a dead level
;
but a channel, x', continues the line

of ,r and can be followed all the way to Haughton House, where it

forms a wide gap, only a few feet deep, in the highest recognizable

river terrace.

The fall of the channel, xx, and its continuation, x'x\ is consider-

ably greater than that of the Don, so that they do not seem to be a

deserted loop of that river : it is difficult, too, to picture a state of
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things that might have led to the desertion of a loop of this length of

arc and radius of curvature.

The streamlet on which the " Pond
"

is situated follows a deserted

river loop. At points a and b it is exactly ten feet below the Hoor of

XX : the latter, south of these points, has no north wall.

The margin of the third river terrace is set down hereabouts with

great hesitation (broken line in Figs. 75, and 77).

Above Bridge of Keig there is a very fine display of terraces, the

most imposing in the basin of the Don : the alluvial deposits are here

over a mile in width. The high terrace between Mill of Bandley and

Bridge of Keig is very extensive and backed north of Roadside by a

strong scarp. Generally it sinks abruptly to the river or to the present

Hood-plain. To the north-west of Roadside, however, it declines

gradually towards the Don
; and, though it is scarred by incipient

terraces (p. 85), none of these but the lowest are of sufficient extent

to be mapped on the one-inch scale (Fig. 75).

The highest terraces near Keig attain a greater elevation above

the river than the corresponding (i.e. highest) terraces farther west,

the difference being nearly ten feet' (p. 94 (2)).

Kildrtiimny Basin.

A pair of rather fine amphitheatre terraces occur near Westside

of Brux (see F"ig. 35) ; they are mapped as one on Sheet 76.

A short way up the valley, changes in the river's course are indi-

cated on the map by divergence of the parish boundary from the

present channel of the Don.

Towie Basin.

The terraces, first and second, are extensive though at no great

height above the river. At the bend near Bridge of Towie there is a

secondary (flood-water) channel of considerable length.

'

Cp. Hitchcock's "
(iorge Terraces," .Smithsonian Con/ribs, to Kmnv/edge, 1857.

See also Miller, op. cit. sup., pp. 295-6.
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Bellabeg District.

The Doune of Invernochty (Fig. 41) is a fragment of a partially

isolated junction terrace, trimmed by man (p. 93).

The terraces shown in Fig. 41 are mapped as on Sheet 75. It is

questionable whether the area between Strathdon School and the

Doune, which is marked " second terrace," has ever been worked over

either by the Don or by the Nochty : I except that part which lies

between the main road and the Don.

The Claisnein is evidently a .severed spur.

The mound, ww, was thrown up to dam the waters of the Burn

of Lost, flood the marshy flat between the Doune and the Claisnein,

and fill the ditch around the former. An outlet for the surplus water

was left in the encircling rampart where, close to the Doune, the main

road crosses a bridge. A cut made for the Burn of Lost in the

mound, rnm, now renders this bridge unnecessary.

Cockbridge to Delnadamph.

In this stretch we have an excellent example of a stream of high

gradient (p. 71) meandering over a wide flood-plain (p. 97). Ex-

cept for a low terrace near the mouth of the Allt a Coillich, there is no

second terrace.

Fig. 78.
—Blutfs on N. side of the Don opposite Delnadamph.

The margin of the second terrace, mapped on Sheet 75 as oc-

cupying a considerable extent of ground on the north side of the river

opposite Delnadamph, is shown in Fig. 78. Nothing could be more
unlike a terrace-margin. The so-called terrace is simply part of the
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original post-glacial floor of the valley and is continuous with the

similar hummocky area forming a great part of the curious Inch-

more Barrier (see p. 67 and Fig. 45).

On the alluvial flat between Cockbridge and Delnadamph, are

quite a number of deserted meanders. On its south side rise high

banks of fluvio-glacial and morainic materials. Every tributary,

where it debouches on the flat, washes these down and spreads out a

beautiful little alluvial fan.

VII. Scenery in Relation to the Nature ok the Underlying

Rocks.

The generally narrow, trench-like valley of the Don above

Towie has been carved out of a plateau. When traced upwards the

secondary valleys become shallower till one emerges on an undulating

moorland which, the glens that intersect it being hidden, seems to

stretch for miles in all directions with an average summit level of

2,250 to 2,500 feet. Far away to the north-west the "scurrans" of

Ben Rinnes break the comparative monotony of the sky-line : in the

south-west the island-like mass of the Cairngorms marks another and

higher plateau (or an extensive monadnock).
The plateau

—a former peneplain (p. i), now elevated—was

produced by the wearing down to a nearly common level of all rocks,

strong and weak alike. But, ever since the elevation of the plateau,

denudation has been operating upon it with renewed activity. Weak
rocks have suffered most. Old Red Sandstone, which probably

formed a considerable part of the original surface, has been reduced to

isolated patches ;
and the varying resistance offered by different bands

of schists has given rise to many in equalities. Still, the general ac-

cordance of summit level among the hills all over the region drained

by the Upper Don and its tributaries, and by the Avon, Caiplaich-Ail-

nack, Brown, Livet, Upper Deveron and Fiddich is proof, as clear as

can be found anywhere in the Highlands, of peneplanation. This

being so, it is evident that, since the plateau is only imperfectly dis-

sected, the types of mountain form characteristic of particular rocks
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will not be strikingly displayed in this quarter. Only here and there

does a peak arrest the eye by rising markedly above the ground

around it.

On the quartzite belts the conical shapes assumed by hills built of

H[\ Xeft\

^Atlicv4'r
C».4K^>t Hills

that rock are noticeable : the softest forms are to be found on the black

schists and phyllites : patches of serpentine yield a peculiarly uneven
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w
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surface, e.g. on Towanreef and Greenhill of Strathdon. Towards the

east, Creag an Sgor (Craigenscore) and Buck of Cabrach are the most

striking peaks.

Where epidiorite occurs in large connected masses, it gives rise to

rudely conical hill forms, e.g. the hills between Glen Nochty and Glen

Bucket. The whole of Morven, the highest point (2862 feet) in the

16
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basin of the Don, is composed of epidiorite : its grassy slopes form a

pleasing contrast to the dark, heath-clad gneiss and granite hills to east

and west. This fine mountain is a dominant feature in the landscape

all over Strathdon (see Figs. 40 and 43).

-^::^^;•

Plate III—Oxen Craig, the highest Point on Bennachie.

East of Towie the valley, on the whole, is much more open than

farther west. The basins and gorges have been already described

{PP- 5-7)-

Towards the sources of the tributaries of the Leochel Burn there

are considerable stretches of comparatively flat ground, with shallow

valleys, reminding one of the area to the west, though the level

is lower (900 to 1250 feet).
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A most striking contrast in scenery, determined by the nature of

the underlying rocks, is that between the flat-floored Kildrummy Basin

(sandstone) and the ridges to east and west (schists). On the west

rises the steep face of the Clova Hills, the upthrow side of the boundary

fault (p 5) ;
to the east Lord Arthur's Cairn and Callievar tower

Plate IV—Ravine excavated by a Cloud-burst on the N. Slope of Bennachie.

1000 feet above the Old Red Sandstone plain (Figs. 79, 80). A most

interesting day could be spent in tracing the course of the Mossat

Burn from the schist-walled gorge between Ardhuncart and Edin-

banchory Hills, along the winding reaches on the sandstone plain, and

up the fine V of Glen Laff to the open moorlands between Mount

Meddin and Roman Hill.

The slates of the Foudland Hills stand on edge ;
and this

i
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Structural feature has enabled them to resist denudation and form a

decided ridge, breached right across by three water-gaps.

Bennachie, one of the finest hills in the North-East of Scotland, is

a long, comparatively narrow ridge stretching east and west, and bear-

ing on its crest a number of the tors (Plate III) characteristic of

the weathering of granite at high altitudes (Fig. 26
; cp. Ben Avon,

Fig. 5). The summit of the hill has only a patchy and scanty

covering of glacial drift, and the living rock is generally either exposed

or covered by debris derived from its own decay.

The massive Hill of Fare is an equally typical example ofa granite

hill, though it has none of the tors that form so marked a feature on

Bennachie.

The Corrennie Forest—Cairnwilliam ridge, built of tough gneisses

and granite, presents a steep front to the east
;
and its sky-line is quite

striking (Fig. 26) ;
but here, as elsewhere, natural inequalities have

been smoothed off by the ice-sheet (p. 37).

Farther seaward, Brimmond and Tyrebagger, bold and massive

gneissic hills, are the most advanced outposts of the highlands of Mar.
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AiLNACK, Craigs of the, 13.

,, Little, 14.

„ Water, 13-15.

Airlie, Hill of, 46.
Alford Basin, 5, 112.

„ , Howe of, 42.

,, , Bridge of, 48.
AUt Roderick, 11, 12, Fig. i.

Ardhuncart Hill, 56, 57, Fig. 35, 123

Ardtannes, iii.

Auchindoir, 53, 56.

Auchinleith, 53-55, Figs. 33, 34.

Auchleven, 46.
Auchterless Station, 74, 75.

Avon, River, 8-10, Figs. 1-5, 119.

» , Loch, 77.

Baldwin (Alford), 43, Figs. 74 and 75.

Balfluig, Mains of, 44.

Balgownie, 25, 100, Fig. 19.

Bandley, Mill of, 44.

„ , Park of, 44.

Bandodle, 76.

Barmkyn, The (H. of Airlie), 46.

Barns, 22.

,, ,
Slack of, 61.

Barrow, River, 2.

Bellabeg, 27, i ig.

Belnabodach, 63, Fig. 42
Bennachie, 6, 16, 73, 124, Pts. III., IV.

Bents Burn, 43.

Bheannaich, Allt Meoir, 67, 69.

Bieldside, 99.
Bilbo Bridge, 38.
Black Bridgej 47, Fig. 28.

Blackhill, in.
Boat of Garten, 99.

Boatley, 112.

Boghead (Lumsdenj, 53.

Bogie, Water of, 4, 16, 1 7.

Boltinstone, 22.

Brimmond Hill, 32, 124, Fig. 25

Brindy Hill, 46.

Broomend, 107.
Brora Burn, 18.

Brown, Burn of, 13.

Brux, Westside of, 57.

Buchaam, Bridge of, 60.

Buchan, 76.

Bucket, Bridge of, 60.

Builg Burn, 77.

Bunsach, Slack of, 76.

Burnhervie, 36, in.
Burn o' Vat, 99.

Bynac, Ben, 13.

Cabrach Basin, 17.

„ ,
Buck of, 121.

Cairncry Quarries, 23.

Cairngorms, The, 120.

Cairnhall (Kintore), 107.

Cairnwilliam, 6, 42.

Caiplaich Water, 13, 14, 119, Fig. 7.

Callievar, 5, 45, 123.

Candacraig, 63, 77.

Castle Forbes, 45.

Cividly, West, 47, 100.

Clachcurr Hill, 60.

Claisnein (Invernochty), 119.

Clinterty, 32.
Clova Hills, 51, 123.

„ House, 53.

Cluny Castle, 38, 42.

Clyde, River, 4.

Cockbridge, 67, 70, 119.

Contlach, 55.

Burn, 53.
Cothal Mills, 7.

Corbie Stripe (Towanreef), 54.

„ Loch, 38.
Corchinnan Burn, 56, Fig. 32.

Corgarff, 66.
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Corgarff Castle, 67, Fig. 44.
Correen Hills, 16, 44, 50, 73.
Corrennie Forest, 6.

CouUie, Nether, 37.

Craibstone, 32.

Craig, Burn of, 17, 56.

Craigearn, 38.

Craigenscore (Creag an Sgor), 121.

Craiginches, 98.

Craigmaud Moss, 45.

Culblean, 99.

Culfork, Mill of, 73.

Culmellie, Glacks of, 50, 51.

Cults, 100.

Dee, River, 3.

,, ,
Old Bridge of, 98.

Delnadamph, 70, 119.

Deskry Water, 22.

Deveron, River, 4, 18, 75, iig.

Dinnet, 76.

Droichs Burn, 19.

Druidsfield, 116.

Dyce, Bridge of, 102.

,, ,
Church of, 31, 102.

„ Sandpit, 31.

Dykehead Cottage, 43.

Edinbanchorv Hill, 123.
Elrick Hill (Glen Nochty), 63, Fig. 42.

„ (Newhills), 32, Fig. 25.

Endovie, Meikle, 44.

Esset Burn, 47, 48, 116.

Fare, Hill of, 124.

Fetternear, 36.

Feshie, River, 14, 107.

Fichlie, 58.

Fiddich, River, 119.

Findhorn, River, 3.

Fintray, Hatton of, 23, 35.

Forbes, Castle, 45.
Fordoun Burn, 73.

Forth, River, 24.

Foudland Hills, 16, 73, 123.

Fyvie, 73, 74, Fig. 49.

Gadie Burn, 16, 46, Fig. 8.

Galla Hill, 47-

„ How, 47.

Garchory (Strathdon), 77.
Garlet Hill, 57.

Gartly, 16, 18.

Gatherdam, 47.

Gight, 73, 75.

Glaschoille, 76.

Glaschul Hill, 5, 56.

Glenbucket, 61, 121.

Glencarvie, Slack of, 76.

Glenhead (Kemnay), 39, 41.

Glenkindie, 5.

Glenny, Burn of, 56, Fig. 32.
Goil-Gare-Tweed, 3.

Gourock Burn, 39.
Gownor Burn, 18.

Grandholm Mills, 34.

Greenhill (Strathdon), 121.

„ (Tillyfourie), Fig. 26.

Haughton House, 48, 117, Fig. 77.

Holly Linn, 45.
Howe (Glen Nochty), 65, Fig. 42.

Inchmore, 67, Fig. 45.

Inchrory, 10, 71.

Inveramsay, 35, in.
Invermossat, 123.

Invernochty, Doune of, 119, Fig. 41.

Inverurie, 35, 105.

, Bass of, 35, PI. I.

Keig, New, 41.

„ , Old, 47.

„ .Bridge of, 38, 42, 118.

Keithall, 108, in.
Kemhill, 112.

Kemnay, 37.

Kennethmont, 17.

Kildrummy Basin, 51, 57, 118, 123.

„ ,
Den of, 56, 57.

,
Milltown of, 5, S7-

Kinclune, Fig. 36.

Kintore, 34, 35, 103.

Kirkney Water, 18

Knowehead, 57.

Laff, Glen, 123.

Lagganauld, 10, 12, 77, Fig. 6.

Leochel Burn, 122, Fig. 12.

Livet Water, Fig. 58.
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Lochan Eilein a Ghuibhais, 11, Figs.
Lochter Burn, 19, 107.
Loin Burn, 13, 14, Fig. 7.

„ , Glen, 14.

Long Burn, 23.

Lost, Burn of, 119, Fig. 41.
Lord Arthur's Cairn, 123.

Lumsden, 5, 18, 51, 52, 73.

Manar House, 36.

Mannofield, 99.
Meoir Bheannaich, AUt, 67, 69.
Merlin Burn, 47.

Montgarrie, 47, 48, 116.

Monymusk, 37.

Morven, 121.

Mossat Burn, 5, 51, 56, 123.
Mount Meddin, 123.

Mugiemoss, 30, 100.

Muttonbrae, 38.

My Lord's Throat (Castle Forbes), 45.

Nethy, Strath, 77.

Ness, River, 3.

Newe, Ben, Fig. 61.

Newton (Towie), 22.

Nith-Tyne, 3, 4.

Nochty, Glen, 63.

Nora, River, 2.

Oldmachar Cathedral, 26.

Oldmeldrum, 18.

Ord Burn, 18.

Parkhill, 102.

Paradise Hill (Kemnay), 41.

Persley Bridge, 30.

,, Den, 27, loi.

,, Quarries, 23.

Pitcaple, 35.
Pitfichie Hill, 42.
Poldhulie Bridge, 62, 77, Fig. 41.
Port Elphinslone, 35, 107, 108.

Potomac River, 6.

Pressendye (
= Sockaugh), 6.

Quarrvfield (Kildrummy), 51.

Repp.\chie, 22.

Rhynie, 17.

4, 6.
j

Roadside (Keig), 118, Fig. 75.

Roderick, Allt, 11, 12.

Rothie, 73.

Rothienorman, 73.

Roman Hill, 123.

Scatter Burn, 27, Fig. 20.

Seaton House, 26, Fig. 19.

,, Haugh, 26, 100.

Shannon, River, 2.

Shevock Burn, 16, 17, Fig. 8.

Skellater, 77.

Sockaugh (
=

Pressendye), 6.

Solway-Tyne River, 4.

Spey, River, 3.

Stoneywood, 30, 100.

Strow Burn, 19, 51.

Suir, River, 2.

Syllavethy Quarry, 49.

Tap o' Noth, 17.

Temple Glen, 116, Fig. 76.

Thainston, 107.

Tillydrone, 26.

Tillyfourie, 5, 22, 37, 40, 43, 44, 45.

Tillylodge. Slack of, 76.

Tomintoul, Fig. i.

Tom's Forest, 39, 41.

Tonley, 42.

Towie Basin, 58, 59, 118, 120, 122.

„ , Upper, 22.

Truff Hillocks, 51.

Tuileach, Allt
(
= Don), 71.

Tummel, River, 2, 4.

Turriff, 75.

Tweed, River, 2, 3.

Tyne, 2, 3.

Tyne Gap, 2.

Uaine, Lochan, 13.

Ury, River, 18, 19, 35, 73, 105, 109.

Wartle, 73.

VVhitehaugh House, 48, 116.

Whitehouse (Farm), 116.

Woodside House, 27, loi.

Ythan, River, 18, 73, 74, 98, Figs. 49, 50.
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